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A new era of high-throughput mass spectrometry emerged with the nearly 
simultaneous introduction of two ambient ionization techniques: desorption electrospray 
ionization (DESI) and direct analysis in real time (DART).  The ability to integrate near 
instantaneous sample analysis with the specificity of mass spectrometry opened up a 
broad range of applications.  While some of these involve the direct analysis of bulk 
materials, many others require the collection and deposition of samples onto suitable 
substrates.   
This dissertation details the development of a new mode of operation for DESI.  
Instead of depositing a sample onto a continuous surface, the sample is either collected 
by or deposited onto a mesh substrate.  Analytes either adsorb to the mesh strands or 
become suspended within the confines of the mesh in macroscale droplets.  The samples 
are then analyzed by scrolling the mesh orthogonally into the path of an electrospray 
plume positioned coaxial to the inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer, thereby resulting 
in the transmission of the ionizing plume directly through the material.  
 vii
The transmission mode results in desorption and ionization typical of DESI, but 
with the added benefits of a simpler experimental geometry and the convenient analysis 
of both dry (i.e., following evaporation of the deposition solvent) and wet (i.e., solvated) 
samples.  The simplification of the experimental arrangement increases method 
robustness and reproducibility, while the inclusion of a mesh substrate introduces new 
possibilities for sample collection and introduction, due to the intricate chemistry 
between the mesh material, analytes, and deposition/electrospray solvent system.   
However, the most important benefit lies in the development of surface-enhanced 
TM-DESI, whereby mesh substrates are derivatized to specifically capture and 
concentrate targeted analytes directly from solution.  Following removal of matrix 
interferences by sample rinsing and subsequent cleavage of a photolabile linker, the mesh 
is analyzed directly by TM-DESI-MS.  The technique has the potential to overcome 
interferences that have typically required chromatographic separations using LC-MS or 
have been insurmountable using ambient ionization methods.  The impact of the surface-
enhanced method could be tremendous as it may ultimately unite the competing metrics 
of analytical speed and specificity for ambient ionization mass spectrometry. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
The discovery of two ionization methods, matrix assisted laser desorption 
ionization (MALDI)1,2 and electrospray ionization (ESI)3, in the late 1980’s dramatically 
changed the scope and potential applications of mass spectrometry.  These landmark 
innovations created the new frontier of biological mass spectrometry by enabling the 
transfer of larger biomolecules, including proteins and oligonucleotides, into the gas 
phase.  The impact on the field of mass spectrometry was tremendous, simultaneously 
creating a host of new applications and reinforcing the importance of ionization research. 
The mid 2000’s spawned another flurry of discovery in ionization methods for 
mass spectrometry with the invention of two new ambient ionization techniques, 
desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) 4 and direct analysis in real time (DART) 5.  
These new techniques began a new era of mass spectrometry, one in which samples were 
analyzed in a high throughput manner in their native environment with little or no sample 
preparation.  The scope of applications remained broad as researchers soon showed that 
small molecules such as pharmaceuticals and environmental contaminants as well as 
larger biomolecules such as peptides and proteins could be rapidly analyzed in the open 
environment and directly from a sample surface.  This dissertation was motivated by the 
significant potential of these new ambient ionization methods and the possibility that 
their continued exploration could redefine the field of mass spectrometry, both in the 
laboratory and as part of a new wave of field portable mass spectrometers. 
As a fundamental component to any mass spectrometer, the ionization source 
converts the neutral molecules present in a sample into ions that can be subsequently 
focused and transferred to a mass analyzer.  Ionization can be accomplished in a variety 
of ways including: 1) the removal or addition of an electron to create a radical cation or 
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anion; 2) abstraction or adduction of a proton to create an even electron anion or cation; 
3) abstraction of a hydride to create an even electron anion, and; 4) adduction of a 
suitable cation or anion (e.g., sodium, potassium, ammonium, chlorine) to form a 
positively or negatively charged ion-molecule complex. 
Mass spectrometry is inherently a gas-phase analysis technique.  Thus, when the 
samples of interest are in the condensed state, the combination of a sample introduction 
and ionization method must also transfer liquid or solid samples to the gas phase.  In 
some cases, such as in gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) analysis of 
liquid samples, the sample introduction and ionization are decoupled, meaning ionization 
is performed remotely from sample volatilization.  In other cases, such as in electrospray 
ionization, the conversion to the gas phase and ionization are essentially simultaneous in 
space and time.  As long as the mass range, mass accuracy, and resolving power of the 
analyzer are sufficient, the array of samples and analytes that can be investigated using a 
particular mass spectrometer is primarily attributed to the efficiency of sample 
introduction and ionization. 
1.1 THE NEW ERA OF IONIZATION METHODS:  APCI, ESI, AND MALDI 
Compounds that are both volatile and resistant to pyrolytic degradation are readily 
analyzed by GC-MS.  However, while GC-MS analyses are widespread, it is estimated 
that only twenty percent of known chemicals meet both these criteria.6 Therefore, mass 
spectrometric analysis of an overwhelming majority of compounds requires an alternate 
means of sample introduction and ionization.  Techniques such as matrix assisted laser 
desorption ionization (MALDI)1,2 electrospray ionization (ESI),3,7-9 atmospheric pressure 
chemical ionization (APCI),10-12 and atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI)13,14 
were developed specifically to address this need. Together, these ionization methods have 
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dramatically extended the range of compounds that can be studied using mass 
spectrometry.  Analysis of non-volatile and thermally labile small molecules, high 
molecular weight synthetic polymers, and biomolecules such as peptides, 
oligonucleotides, oligosaccharides, proteins and DNA are now commonplace in the field.  
Furthermore, ESI and MALDI also facilitate the analysis of these species from aqueous 
biological matrices such as urine, plasma, and saliva, matrices that are otherwise difficult 
to address directly using GC-MS. 
Atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) and atmospheric pressure 
photoionization (APPI) are closely related and rely on vaporization of a liquid sample 
using a combination of heat and a nebulizing gas to create an aerosol. The aerosolized 
vapor is then subjected to either a corona discharge (APCI) or vacuum UV photons 
(APPI) to create reagent ions from the solvent or suitable dopant molecules.10-14 These 
reagent ions exist in tremendous excess compared to the analytes within the vaporized 
cloud.  Therefore, collisions between the gas-phase ions and vaporized neutrals are highly 
favored and the resulting ion-molecule reactions create positive ions via proton transfer, 
hydride abstraction, or cation adduction and negative ions via proton abstraction or anion 
adduction.10-12 In some cases molecular ions (i.e., radical cations created by the loss of a 
single electron) are also observed in APCI and APPI via the direct ionization of the gas-
phase analyte.12,13 
Mass spectral analysis of solid samples is often accomplished via matrix assisted 
laser desorption ionization (MALDI) carried out inside the vacuum of a mass 
spectrometer1,2 or at atmospheric pressure (AP-MALDI) 15.  In both cases a sample is 
dissolved in solution and subsequently co-crystallized with an acidic, low molecular 
weight matrix that absorbs strongly in the UV or IR region.16  The sample thus takes the 
form of a solid solution where the matrix molecules are interspersed between the analyte.  
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When the sample is exposed to the UV or IR laser pulse, the laser energy is absorbed by 
the chromogenic matrix causing rapid vibrational excitation and localized disintegration 
of the solid solution.16  This process releases clusters of molecules into the gas phase 
where transfer of protons or other salt cations from the matrix to the analytes stabilizes 
the structures and creates singly charged positive ions.1,2,16 
While APCI, APPI, and MALDI are all useful ionization techniques, the research 
discussed in this dissertation focuses more closely on electrospray ionization (ESI), and 
its application to the direct analysis of both liquid and solid samples.  A summary of the 




Figure 1.1:  Schematic view of electrospray ionization (ESI).  Phase I depicts repulsion 
of the ions from the Taylor cone.  Phase II follows from desolvation of the 
Phase I droplet and results in highly charged droplets at the Rayleigh charge 
limit.  Phase III and Phase IV encompass droplet fission and further 
desolvation which transform the analytes to free gas-phase ions. 
Electrospray ionization is characterized by the application of a positive or 
negative potential of several kilovolts to a small diameter conductive electrospray needle.  
The applied potential is distributed to the solution where solution phase ions with the 
same polarity as the applied potential are forced away from the needle walls while ions of 












































needle forming a Taylor cone where they eventually overcome the surface tension of the 
solvent and transfer from the solution phase to the vapor phase as a fine mist of multiply 
charged droplets.3,7-9 
The electric field created by the electrospray needle and its counter electrode (i.e., 
the mass spectrometer inlet), the directional flow of the nebulizing gas, and the pressure 
differential created by the high vacuum of the mass spectrometer cause migration of the 
charged droplets toward the inlet.   Within the droplet, analytes organize based on their 
polarity, with highly polar species tending toward the core of the droplet and less polar 
species migrating to the highly charged droplet surface.7,8  As the solvent evaporates, the 
droplets become smaller while the charge on the droplet remains constant, thereby 
resulting in an increase of charge density until the droplet eventually approaches the 
Rayleigh charge limit.7,8  In practice the fundamental ionization process is often assisted 
by a nebulizing gas, a curtain gas, and/or a heated capillary inlet to the mass 
spectrometer, each of which assist in the droplet desolvation and the creation of free   
gas-phase ions.7-9 
Two competing mechanisms have been proposed for the remainder of the 
ionization process.  The first mechanism suggests that the initial droplet undergoes 
coulombic fission whereby it divides into progeny droplets that eventually lose all of the 
remaining solvent to create free gas-phase ions.17  This mechanism is termed the charge 
residue model since the charge never leaves the droplet, but instead remains on the 
droplet until the droplet becomes a single desolvated ion.  The second mechanism 
suggests that free gas-phase ions are created by the evaporation of ions from the surface 
of the droplet.18  In this case the evaporation is influenced by the desolvation process and 
the buildup of columbic repulsion, but the droplet does not undergo charge-induced 
fission until much later in the process.  To date neither mechanism has been completely 
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proven or disproven, but strong evidence suggests that the charge residue model is 
applicable to larger molecules while smaller molecules may ionize by an ion evaporation 
mechanism.7-9 
In many cases electrospray ionization is a solution phase ionization process.7-9 
Dissociated salts and highly acidic and basic species produce ions in solution that are 
subsequently transferred to the gas phase via the aerosolization and desolvation process.  
In addition, ionization may also take place within the aerosolized droplets as highly 
reactive free protons generated from acidic species and free metal cations form adducts 
with highly basic analytes and free halogens form adducts with highly electronegative 
species.7,8  The result is a distribution of ions that depends on the polarity of the applied 
potential, the components of the solution and ultimately the constituents of each 
aerosolized droplet.  Positive ions are formed by the application of a positive potential to 
the electrospray needle and the adduction of a proton or suitable cation (e.g., Na, K), 
while negative ions are formed by the application of a negative potential to the 
electrospray needle and deprotonation of the analyte or adduction of a suitable anion 
(e.g., Cl).   Therefore, due to the fundamentals of the ionization mechanism, ESI is 
primarily amenable to polar or moderately polar molecules that are non-volatile or only 
moderately volatile. 
1.2  AMBIENT IONIZATION MASS SPECTROMETRY 
The development of atmospheric pressure ionization techniques (i.e., ESI, APCI, 
APPI, and MALDI) extended the types of samples that could be analyzed by mass 
spectrometry.  However, the aforementioned techniques all require significant sample 
preparation and time, especially when they are coupled to a chromatographic step.  These 
limitations have driven the recent development of ambient ionization techniques that seek 
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to analyze liquid and solid samples in a high throughput manner in their native condition, 
or with limited sample preparation.  The area is of tremendous interest in mass 
spectrometry, and numerous techniques have been developed since the introduction of 
desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) in 2004.  While the various techniques differ in 
their execution, they all provide a means to desorb or extract analytes from the condensed 
phase and form gas-phase ions from the desorbed neutrals.19,20  In some cases, desorption 
and ionization are performed by a single method, while in others desorption and 
ionization are decoupled and distinctly separated in space and time.19,20 
One convenient method for organizing ambient ionization techniques is to group 
them by the atmospheric pressure ionization methods they most closely resemble.  To 
date, techniques which produce mass spectra indicative of ESI, APCI, or APPI have been 
developed, but none have been shown to consistently produce MALDI-like mass spectra.  
Further delineation of the ambient ionization techniques can be achieved by considering 
the method used for analyte desorption (e.g., momentum transfer, laser activation, 
thermal desorption, analyte extraction, acoustic desorption).  This aspect of the technique 
often dictates the suitable sample types and sample introduction method for the analysis. 
1.3  AMBIENT IONIZATION TECHNIQUES RELATED TO APCI 
APCI related techniques such as direct analysis in real time (DART)5, 
atmospheric surface analysis probe (ASAP)21, desorption atmospheric pressure chemical 
ionization (DAPCI)22,23, flowing atmospheric pressure afterglow (FAPA)24,25, and low 
temperature plasma (LTP) probe ionization26 all produce ions using ion-molecule 
reactions consistent with those utilized by traditional APCI.  The mass spectra may 
contain protonated species, molecular ions, deprotonated ions, adducted species, and in 













the ion-molecule complex.  Figure 1.2 depicts a schematic of DART ionization.  The 








Figure 1.2:  Schematic view of direct analysis in real time (DART).  The experimental 
arrangement for DAPCI, ASAP, FAPA and LTP ionization is similar. 
The aforementioned techniques are primarily differentiated by the voltage and 
current used to form the initial ionizing plasma.19,20,25  In the case of DAPCI and ASAP, 
the formation of a corona discharge using a highly curved electrode (typically a needle) 
held at ~4kV in a helium or nitrogen rich atmosphere creates a current of ~5 µA between 
two electrodes.21,22,25  A series of ionization reactions occur within the local environment 
of the discharge to generate ionized species (e.g., ionized water clusters, ionized oxygen) 
that subsequently react with neutral molecules located on a nearby surface.  In the case of 
DAPCI, the desorption phenomena is driven primarily by the momentum of the ionizing 
gas stream whereas in ASAP the process is facilitated by heating a secondary nitrogen 
stream.  The low energy associated with the corona discharge enables DAPCI and ASAP 
to be relatively “soft” ionization techniques that produce less fragmentation than other 
more energetic techniques.  However, the relatively low flux of reagent ions created by 
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the ion source also limits the sensitivity and introduces complications with competitive 
ionization between neutral analytes.25 
The ionization reactions in DART are similar to those utilized in DAPCI and 
ASAP, however in this case a more energetic glow discharge is used.5,25  In DART, the 
voltage is held near 3 kV, but the configuration of the ion source allows for currents of up 
to 5 mA to be maintained.  These currents allow for the generation of metastable helium 
atoms which in turn efficiently react with atmospheric species such as water and oxygen 
to produce abundant reagent ions.5  The desorption process in DART is a combination of 
thermal forces and particle momentum derived from the interaction of the surface with a 
heated gas stream of temperatures of up to 300 °C.5,25  By comparison, the FAPA 
ionization method is even more energetic than DAPCI, ASAP, or DART.19,25  In this case 
the discharge is characterized as a true glow to arc and maintained at currents 
approaching 25 mA.  The discharge itself is also much hotter, resulting in slightly 
different ionization pathways and efficient desorption without the use of additional 
heating.24,25 
The pursuit of ambient ionization methods related to APCI continues to be an 
active research area.19,20  While there are some clear distinctions between the methods in 
this classification, the commonality that a plasma type source is used to generate 
precursor ions that subsequently react to form a chemical ionization reagent remains 
consistent.  Further research in APCI related ambient ionization may result in the 
development of an ionization source that is capable of spanning the various energy 
regimes, thereby creating a tunable method that can be optimized to suit an even broader 
range of applications. 
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1.4  AMBIENT IONIZATION TECHNIQUES RELATED TO ESI 
Ambient ionization methods related to ESI such as desorption electrospray 
ionization (DESI),4,22 electrospray laser desorption ionization (ELDI),26,27 matrix assisted 
laser desorption electrospray ionization (MALDESI),28,29 and extractive electrospray 
ionization (EESI)30 all produce mass spectra similar to those observed using ESI, where 
ions are typically protonated, deprotonated, or adducted and contain a single or multiple 
charges.  Table 1.1 lists the techniques that most closely resemble ESI along with the 
method used for analyte desorption and the year the technique was introduced. Again, 
while analyte desorption and transfer to the gas phase differs among the methods, they all 
fundamentally rely on electrospray ionization mechanisms and consequently produce 
mass spectra that are comparable to those obtained using conventional ESI. 
Table 1.1:  ESI Related Ambient Ionization Techniques 
Acronym Name Desorption Year Ref. 
DESI Desorption Electrospray Ionization Momentum 2004 4 
DeSSI Desorption Sonic Spray Ionization Momentum 2006 33 
ND-EESI Neutral Desorption Extractive 
Electrospray Ionization 
Momentum 2007 34 
ELDI Electrospray Laser Desorption 
Ionization 
Laser 2005 26 
MALDESI Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption 
Electrospray Ionization 
Laser 2006 28 
LAESI Laser Ablation Electrospray Ionization Laser 2007 36 
liq-
MALDESI 
Liquid Matrix Assisted Laser 
Desorption Electrospray Ionization 
Laser 2008 35 
SSP Surface Sampling Probe Extraction 2004 38 
FD-ESI Fused Droplet Electrospray Ionization Extraction 2005 37 
EESI Extractive Electrospray Ionization Extraction 2006 30 
LIAD-ESI Laser Induced Acoustic Desorption 
Electrospray Ionization 
Acoustic 2009 43 






1.4.1  Comparison of Momentum Based Techniques 
Ambient ionization techniques such as DESI, desorption sonic spray ionization 
(DeSSI),33 and neutral desorption extractive electrospray ionization (ND-EESI)34 rely on 
particle momentum to desorb analytes from a sample surface. The experimental 
arrangement for each of these techniques is similar in that a sample, whether it is a bulk 
solid or a residue left after sample deposition and solvent evaporation, is exposed to an 
incoming stream of particles produced at a defined incident angle and distance away from 
the sample.  In DESI, charged electrospray droplets provide the necessary particle 
momentum, whereas in DeSSI the stream is produced by a sonic spray that is similar to 
an electrospray, but with a much smaller charge density.  Figure 1.3 provides a schematic 








Figure 1.3:  Schematic view of desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) and desorption 
sonic spray ionization (DeSSI). 
In ND-EESI, the necessary particle momentum is provided by a high pressure 
nitrogen gas flow that effectively dislodges analytes from the surface and entrains them 
in a gaseous stream for subsequent ionization by a secondary electrospray plume.  Unlike 
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DESI and DeSSI, ND-EESI utilizes decoupled desorption and ionization modes.  This 
approach tends to decrease the dependency of the technique on the sample substrate but 
simultaneously necessitates accounting for the efficiency of transporting neutral 






Figure 1.4:  Schematic view of neutral desorption extractive electrospray ionization 
(ND-EESI). 
Of the ESI-related ambient ionization techniques, the momentum based 
desorption methods have had the widest range of applications.  The list of applications 
includes forensics,19,40,45-47 explosives detection,48-50,73 chemical warfare agent 
detection,45,50-53 pharmaceutical analysis,47,54-57,60,61 natural product analysis,40,62 polymer 
analysis,63,64 metabolomics,40,65-67 proteomics,40 glycomics,70 and imaging.22,71,72  This is 
in part because they were amongst the first to be developed, but also because they can be 
applied to a variety of surfaces, and do not require additional instrumentation.  ND-EESI 
is a relatively new ambient ionization method, however the technique has tremendous 
potential since the nitrogen gas stream provides a non-destructive method of dislodging 







1.4.2  Comparison of Laser Desorption-Techniques 
Whereas momentum based techniques rely on the kinetic energy provided by 
incoming particles to dislodge analytes from the surface, laser desorption techniques such 
as ELDI, MALDESI, liquid-MALDESI,35 and laser ablation electrospray ionization 
(LAESI)36 rely on the energy from an incoming laser pulse to lift neutrals from the 
surface.  The desorbed neutrals are subsequently ionized either by entrainment into an 
orthogonal electrospray (ELDI, MALDESI, LAESI) or by undergoing electrospray like 
droplet fission directly from a desorbed liquid sample (liq-MALDESI).  As was the case 
in MALDI, desorption and ionization are decoupled in time, but in this case the 
ionization is also decoupled in space and attributed to the interaction of the ablated plume 
with a secondary electrospray droplet, not with an ionized sample matrix.  Figure 1.5 
presents a schematic view of an ELDI process; the experimental arrangement for 
MALDESI and LAESI is similar, but in the case of MALDESI a matrix is co-crystallized 
with the sample and in LAESI a mid infrared laser is used instead of the UV laser 









Figure 1.5:  Schematic view of electrospray laser desorption ionization (ELDI).  







As in MALDI, the laser desorption methods are very effective at removing 
materials from the surface.  Once in the gas-phase, the polar molecules can be selectively 
ionized by ESI type mechanisms.  Thus, the aforementioned techniques (ELDI, 
MALDESI, and LAESI) seek to combine the best characteristics of the two techniques 
that redefined biological mass spectrometry (ESI and MALDI) and it is not surprising 
that they have been primarily applied to the analysis of peptides and proteins.  Whereas 
the desorption based methods can be applied to multiple types of surfaces and are 
relatively non-destructive, the laser based methods are destructive to the sample and 
typically require deposition of the sample onto well characterized substrates.  Therefore, 
it is likely that these methods will not be extended to in situ analyses, but instead remain 
focused on addressing biological mass spectrometry applications such as proteomics and 
glycomics. 
1.4.3  Comparison of Extraction Based Techniques 
Extractive desorption techniques such as EESI, fused droplet electrospray 
ionization (FD-ESI)37, and surface sampling probe (SSP) rely on the polarity of a solvent 
to extract analytes from either a surface (SSP)38 or an aerosol (EESI, FD-ESI).  In the 
case of the surface sampling probe, a liquid junction between a non-polar surface and the 
sampling probe is created.  This junction effectively extracts analytes into a liquid layer 
above the surface that is subsequently directed to an electrospray emitter.  In EESI and 
FD-ESI a charged electrospray plume is used to intersect an aerosolized sample.  
Analytes of interest are transferred to the ionizing plume due to their preference for the 
ionizing solvent versus the neutral spray solvent.  In the case of EESI, there is a charge 
transfer between the extractive electrospray and the extracted analytes.  In FD-ESI, the 
droplets from the electrospray fuse with neutral analyte droplets before subsequently 
 15










Figure 1.6:  Schematic view of extractive electrospray laser ionization (EESI).  FD-ESI 
has a similar experimental arrangement. 
The extraction based techniques have extended the scope of ambient ionization 
mass spectrometry.  In the case of SSP, the technique essentially acts as a method to 
interface a nano-electrospray source directly to the sample surface, effectively interfacing 
a small scale solvent extraction directly to electrospray ionization.  While the method is 
not striking, it has been shown to be a very robust and reproducible means of analyzing 
particular substrates.  Likewise, EESI and FD-ESI have opened up new avenues for 
ambient ionization by focusing on the analysis of liquid samples.  In this case the major 
benefit is in the selective extraction of target analytes from difficult matrix interferences.  
The techniques are relatively new, but applications describing the analysis of complex 
perfumes,74 milk,75 and breath vapors76 illustrate the direction of continued research. 
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1.5  CHARACTERISTICS OF DESORPTION ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION (DESI) 
In DESI, ions are produced by directing charged solvent droplets from an 
electrospray source toward a sample that is either a bulk material in its native state (e.g., 
pharmaceutical tablet) or one that has been deposited from solution onto a sampling 
substrate.4 Analytes present at the surface are solvated by the electrospray to form an 
initial solvent layer; desorbed by the momentum of secondary droplet impact; and 
ultimately ionized by typical electrospray mechanisms.19,20  The resulting gas-phase ions 
are then transferred to the mass spectrometer inlet by the influence of the applied 
potential and the pressure differential between atmospheric pressure and the low-pressure 
region of the mass analyzer. 
DESI has enjoyed tremendous success since its introduction in 2004.  However, 
like any other newly developed analytical technique there are issues requiring further 
attention.  For DESI these challenges stem primarily from the geometry of the 
experimental arrangement and the physical characteristics of typical sample substrates.  
In the case of the experimental geometry, conventional DESI is dependent on as many as 
seven geometric variables as the electrospray tip, sample, and mass spectrometer inlet 
effectively form a scalene, obtuse triangle composed of independent angles, and 
distances.39  Moreover, DESI analyses have been reported to be somewhat sensitive to 
the experimental geometry and optimization of the various parameters for each type of 
analyte requires a fair degree of experience.40  Thus, it has been suggested that the 
complexity of the ionization technique may impact reproducibility and method 
robustness, ultimately impeding its transition from the research environment to the 
industry laboratory.41 
Successful sample deposition for DESI analyses involves balancing drying time 
and sample spreading. If low volatility solvents such as water are used, the drying time 
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often becomes the rate limiting step of the analyses.  If a more volatile solvent such as 
methanol is used, the evaporation time may be reduced; however the low surface tension 
of the solvent makes uniform sample deposition more challenging.  These effects often 
produce “sweet spots” as the rate of solvent evaporation results in uneven sample 
distribution.40  In addition, sample analyses that utilize smooth substrates are typically 
prone to erosion effects, thereby requiring alternative deposition onto porous or rough 
surfaces that retain the adsorbed analyte during the formation of the initial solvation 
layer.42  It is therefore unsurprising that the impact of the sample substrate continues to be 
an area of interest in DESI related research. 
TM-DESI was designed to overcome the aforementioned challenges regarding 
complexity and sample deposition.  The concept (Figure 1.7) was proposed as a new 
mode of sample introduction, whereby samples were deposited onto substrates that were 
transparent to the ionizing electrospray.  Thus, the new technique aimed to convert the 
triangular experimental arrangement of conventional DESI to a linear one in which the 
electrospray was no longer positioned off-axis to the mass spectrometer but instead held 
coaxial to it.  Furthermore, the choice of a grid-like substrate was intended to reduce 
sample spreading by allowing the surface tension of the deposition solvent to effectively 












1.6  CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
The remaining chapters of this dissertation detail the development, optimization 
and application of TM-DESI and introduce an additional variant, surface-enhanced TM-
DESI.  Chapter two discusses the experimental techniques employed throughout the body 
of the work, with special attention given to the various types of materials and hardware 
developed and utilized throughout the subsequent chapters.  Chapter three provides a 
summary of the development and optimization of TM-DESI and discusses the processes 
used during the initial characterization of the technique.  The experiments discussed in 
Chapter 4 focus more closely on the influence of the mesh substrate on the performance 
of TM-DESI.  These experiments provide an important foundation for more complicated 
studies in subsequent chapters and future developments.  In Chapter five the attention 
shifts primarily to example applications of TM-DESI, however, various means of sample 
preparation and their impact on method performance are also highlighted.  Chapter six 
discusses the development of surface-enhanced TM-DESI, a significant variant intended 
to increase the method specificity and in doing so, dramatically improve analytical 
performance relative to other ambient ionization techniques.  Finally, Chapter seven takes 
a critical look at the body of work discussed in the previous chapters, draws several 
overarching conclusions, and makes recommendations for future studies. 
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Chapter 2:  Experimental Methods  
Chapter 1 of this dissertation incorporated a review of the electrospray ionization 
process along with an introduction to desorption electrospray ionization and its 
adaptation to a transmission mode (TM-DESI).  This chapter provides a summary of the 
materials, hardware and procedures used in the development, optimization and 
application of TM-DESI using both unmodified and enhanced substrates.  It is important 
to note that while the mass spectrometry experiments discussed in this dissertation were 
all performed using a linear ion trap mass spectrometer, TM-DESI is equally applicable 
to other mass spectrometers equipped with an atmospheric interface (e.g., triple stage 
quadrupoles, quadrupole ion traps, time of flight mass spectrometers).  Therefore, this 
chapter focuses on the general points regarding the ionization technique and the mass 
spectrometric analysis.  Further details of the mass spectrometric conditions used in the 
specific experiments are left to subsequent chapters. 
2.1  MESH MATERIALS AND SAMPLE HOLDERS 
2.1.1  Mesh Materials 
A total of 21 different mesh substrates manufactured from five different polymeric 
materials; polypropylene, polyetheretherketone (PEEK), ethylene tetrafluoroethylene, 
nylon-6,6, and polyethylene terephthalate along with several types of stainless steel mesh 
sheets were purchased from Small Parts, Inc. (Miramar, FL). For studies discussed in 
Chapter 3 through Chapter 5 mesh sheets were cut into 5 mm x 10 mm rectangular pieces 
and rinsed with a mixture of water, methanol, and acetone and allowed to dry before use.  
Blank measurements were taken prior to sample preparation to ensure that the mesh 
pieces were free of analyte or any detectable chemical interference. 
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2.1.2  Sample Holders 
In Chapter 3 samples were introduced using a holder constructed of two 
rectangular pieces of high density polyethylene (HDPE) that allowed the mesh to 
protrude from one end.  In Chapter 4 the sample holder was modified and constructed of 
two rectangular support pieces (1.2 cm x 15 cm): one HDPE 2.3 mm thick and one 
oriented polyester 0.3 mm thick. A 7 mm diameter hole was drilled through both support 
pieces and the sample mesh was held between the two layers.  In Chapter 6, the design of 
the sample holder was modified to accommodate materials specifically designed for 
surface-enhanced TM-DESI analysis.  In this case, a transmissive sample stage for TM-
DESI analyses with a 2 cm square cutout was constructed of 2.3 mm thick HDPE and 
mounted orthogonally to an Omni Spray ion source (Prosolia, Indianapolis IN).  Mesh 
samples were affixed to a 3.5 cm x 6.5 cm slide constructed of 0.77 mm thick oriented 
polyester with an 8 mm square cutout to accommodate transmission through the mesh 
sample, slide and transmissive sample stage.  All of these sample holders were utilized in 
Chapter 5.  The design of the TM-DESI sample holder continues to be improved with the 
newest version including a professionally machined mounting plate that incorporates 
two-piece PEEK sample slides with square and circle masking plates to provide a more 
consistent sampling area.  These components were designed in conjunction with Prosolia 
Inc. (Indianapolis, IN) as part of a prototype TM-DESI adaptation kit and manufactured 
by Prosolia Inc. 
2.2  SURFACE ENHANCED MESH PREPARATION 
Mesh materials were marked, cut into 1cm x 1cm squares and thoroughly cleaned 
with methanol to remove any residual ink.  The materials were then sonicated in an 
aqueous solution of Synthrapol (1%) to remove any surface contaminants.  Following a 
thorough rinse with DI H2O, the cleaning procedure was completed by sonicating the 
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materials in an acetonitrile and water solution (50:50 v:v) for five additional minutes.  
Cleaned materials were stored for future use in HPLC grade H2O. 
Acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of polyamide (nylon-6,6) materials to expose carboxyl 
groups was performed using a 3M solution of HCl.  The 125 μm strands of the polyamide 
mesh materials used in Chapter 6 were found to hydrolyze sufficiently after 2 hours of 
exposure at a temperature of 40 °C but more completely after 24 hours of exposure at 25 
°C or 40 °C.  Following hydrolysis, mesh materials were rinsed with HPLC grade H2O to 
remove any residual acid, blown dry with compressed air, and stored dry in sealed glass 
or PTFE containers. 
Derivatization of the hydrolyzed mesh materials with neutravidin  
(a deglycosylated form of avidin) was performed using a two step procedure for 
carbodiimide mediated coupling of the surface carboxyl groups to primary amines of the 
protein.  In the first step the free carboxyl groups of the hydrolyzed polyamide mesh 
materials were converted to reactive NHS esters by placing them in a room temperature 
solution of EDC (108mM) and sulfo-NHS (77mM) in MES coupling buffer (pH = 5) for 
15 min.  After rinsing the mesh materials in phosphate buffered saline (pH = 7.4), 
neutravidin (either in FITC derivatized or native form) was coupled to the mesh by 
immersing the mesh materials (20 per batch) for 24 hours in a 3.3 μM solution of the 
protein in PBS (pH = 7.4).  Following protein derivatization, the mesh materials were 
rinsed free of excess protein with PBS and immersed in a 100 μM solution of VICATSH.  
The biotin group of the reagent bound to the free binding sites of the neutravidin while 
the iodoacetaminyl capture agent remained exposed and therefore capable of reacting 
specifically with free sulfhydryl analytes. 
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2.3  SAMPLE PREPARATION 
Five different methods were used for sample preparation.  For analyses of bulk 
mosquito nets, the sample was held in place by affixing it to a 26 mm by 76 mm x 3 mm 
PEEK backing plate with an 8 mm by 38 mm slot cut into it to facilitate transmission of 
the electrospray through both the sample and the backing plate.  For analyses requiring 
direct deposition of individual spots, a 5 μL syringe (SGE, Austin, TX) was used to 
deposit between 1μL and 3μL of solution directly onto a sample mesh.  For analyses 
requiring deposition of gross amounts of sample followed by sample masking, an 
Eppendorf pipetter was used to deliver 25 μL of sample solution in a stream several mesh 
cells wide across the entire length of the mesh surface.  A sample mask was then placed 
over the mesh to create a series of subsamples from one deposition.  For analyses 
requiring mesh immersion, mesh materials immersed directly in the sample for 1s before 
being affixed to the sample holder.  Finally, for analyses requiring the direct sampling of 
surfaces, mesh materials were initially pressed against an adhesive film (Tritech, 
Southport, NC) that transferred some of the adhesive to the mesh.  The modified mesh 
materials were then used to collect samples directly from the laboratory bench top.  
Specific studies discussed in Chapter 3 were carried out to assess the impact of the 
sample deposition solvent and the drying time (i.e., wet vs. dry analysis).   
Sample preparation for surface-enhanced analysis involved adjusting the pH of 
the sample to greater than 9.5 using NH4OH; immersing the sample mesh in the solution 
for 5 minutes; removing the mesh from the sample; and rinsing it with HPLC grade water 
and methanol.  The mesh was then placed under a UV lamp for approximately 10 minutes 
to facilitate photocleavage of the o-nitrobenzyl linkage connecting the captured analyte to 
the mesh surface.  Following photocleavage, the mesh was introduced directly to the TM-
DESI source for analysis. 
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2.4  IONIZATION AND MASS ANALYSIS 
A Prosolia Omni Spray™ ion source was mounted to a Thermo Fisher Scientific 
LTQ XL mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA) and modified 
to allow an angle of zero degrees between the electrospray tip and capillary inlet to the 
mass spectrometer.  Mass spectra were acquired by scrolling the sample mesh (either 
manually or via a computer controlled stepping motor) perpendicularly into the 
electrospray plume between the spray tip and the capillary inlet, thereby allowing 
transmission of the ionizing spray through the mesh.  Specific studies discussed in 
Chapter 3 were carried out to determine the optimum position of the sample mesh and 
electrospray tip relative to the capillary inlet to the mass spectrometer. 
Mass spectra were acquired using the Xcalibur 2.0 software program in either 
positive or negative mode, depending on the ionization affinity of the sample, with the 
ion accumulation time set between 5 ms and  10 ms and signal averaging set for 3 or 4 
microscans.  The temperature of the heated capillary was held at 200 oC for all sample 
analysis. Nitrogen was used as the DESI nebulizing gas.  A syringe pump (Harvard 
Apparatus, Holliston, MA) was used to deliver water; methanol; acetonitrile; a 50:50 
(v:v) mixture of water and methanol; a 49:49:1 (v:v:v) mixture of water, methanol, and 
formic acid, or a 5:1 (v:v) mixture of acetonitrile and chloroform as the electrospray 
solvent.  Specific studies discussed in Chapter 3 were carried out to determine the 
appropriate range of nitrogen pressures, electrospray solvent flow rates, and electrospray 
voltages. 
2.5  LINEAR ION TRAP MASS SPECTROMETER 
The linear ion trap mass spectrometer (LIT)1 is a two dimensional (2-D) variation 
on the three dimensional (3-D) ion trap originally reported by Nobel Laureate Wolfgang 
Paul in 1953.2  Like many mass spectrometers it incorporates the basic elements of an ion 
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Figure 2.1:  A schematic view of the two dimensional ion trap used in this dissertation 
(i.e., Thermo LTQ XL) coupled to a TM-DESI source.   
In this configuration ions are created in the open atmosphere and transferred 
under the influence of an applied voltage and the pressure differential between 
atmospheric pressure and the lower pressure region of the LIT to the sample inlet (i.e., 
the heated transfer capillary in Figure 2.1).  The heated capillary acts as ion desolvation 
region and transfers the ions to a tube lens whose exit is off axis from a skimmer cone.  
The tube lens and skimmer cone act to remove additional unwanted neutral molecules 
and steer ions into the quadrupole, multipole, and octapole region.  Ultimately, this ion 
optics system is tuned to transfer a beam of ions through the conductance limits at the 
entry to the linear ion trap.  
The linear ion trap uses a set of quadrupolar rods to confine ions radially and a 
static potential on the two end electrodes to confine the ions axially.3  The three electrode 
configuration can be used to trap ions in a well along their axis.4  Ions are then sorted 
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using mass selective instability and resonance ejection techniques.  Ultimately, the 
trapped ions are scanned out of the trap and ejected between the rods of the center section 
of the ion trap to two electron multiplier located on either side of it.  Since resonance 
ejection will destabilize the ions in either a positive or negative direction, the two 
multipliers are used to detect ions ejected in either manner.  Along with an increased ion 
volume, and faster scan times, the ability to detect more of the ejected ions is an 
advantage of the two dimensional trap over its three dimensional counterpart.1,3   
2.6  FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY AND FLUORIMETRY 
Microscopy of mesh materials was performed using either the 2.5X or 4X 
objective of an Olympus BX2 epifluorescent microscope equipped with a 12 bit CCD 
camera (DVC Co., Austin, TX) and high-pressure mercury bulb excitation source. 
Excitation occurred at 480 nm and emission was monitored at 535 nm. Photomicrographs 
were captured via DVC software with adjustable gain, offset, and exposure time. While 
various microscopy settings were used for different experiments based on the sensitivity 
of the microscope, all settings were consistent among the samples being compared. 
Fluorimetry experiments were conducted using a Perkin Elmer Victor 3 
fluorimeter equipped to read samples presented in 24 well plates.  Aqueous samples (1 
mL) were deposited in plate wells and the fluorescence was counted for 1 second. 
Excitation and emission were modulated using filters of 480+/-5 nm and 535+/-5 nm.  
Analysis of mesh samples was performed by placing the mesh material flat on the bottom 
of the well and reading the fluorescence from the top side of the plate. 
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Chapter 3:  Development and Optimization of Transmission Mode 
Desorption Electrospray Ionization 
3.0  CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
A new mode of operation for desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) analysis of 
liquids or solid residues from evaporated solvents is presented. Unlike traditional DESI, 
the electrospray is not deflected off of a surface but instead is transmitted through a 
sampling mesh at a 0° angle between the electrospray tip, sample mesh, and capillary 
inlet of a mass spectrometer. In this configuration, deposited samples can be analyzed 
rapidly without rigorous optimization of spray distances or angles and without the 
preparation time associated with solvent evaporation. The new transmission mode 
desorption electrospray ionization (TM-DESI) technique is not applicable to bulk 
materials, but instead is a method designed to simplify the sample preparation process for 
liquid samples and sample extracts. The technique can reduce analysis time to seconds 
while consuming only microliters of sample. The results presented in this chapter 
summarize the optimization of the technique and highlight key figures of merit for 
several model compounds. 
3.1  INTRODUCTION 
Desorption electrospray ionization (DESI)1-40, direct analysis in real time 
(DART)41, desorption atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (DAPCI)12,22,42, 
electrospray assisted laser desorption ionization (ELDI)43, atmospheric solids analysis 
probe (ASAP)44,  and flowing afterglow atmospheric pressure glow discharge ionization 
(FA-APGD)45,46 are among the recently developed ambient ionization techniques that 
have revolutionized mass spectrometric analysis by facilitating direct and rapid analysis 
of both bulk materials (e.g., tissues, pharmaceuticals) and samples deposited from a 
solution onto a sampling surface.  In the case of DESI, ions are produced by directing 
charged solvent droplets from an electrospray source toward a sample.  Analytes on the 
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surface are ionized and desorbed by the incoming plume prior to mass analysis.  DESI is 
one of the more universal techniques since it can be used to analyze larger biomolecules 
and exploit reactive chemistry via alteration of the solvent and solvent additives.5  DESI 
requires optimization of an array of experimental variables including DESI spray solvent 
composition, desorption angle and distances, sampling angle and distances.5  
Optimization is especially critical as the chemical identity of the target analytes varies.5 
In some cases samples analyzed by DESI are ionized directly in their native 
environment (e.g., imaging, pharmaceutical analysis) without any pre-treatment.  
However, in many others the sample is extracted or otherwise prepared in a suitable 
solvent and ultimately deposited onto a surface (e.g., glass slide, paper, metal, plastic, 
TLC plate).  This sample preparation process often requires the complete evaporation of 
the solvent prior to analysis since the typical incident angle of the electrospray nebulizing 
plume tends to rapidly erode liquids and dissolved solids from the surface before they are 
ionized.  When the solvent is highly volatile (e.g., methanol), the evaporation time may 
be minimal; however the low surface tension of the solvent makes reproducible sample 
deposition more challenging.  In cases where the solvent is less volatile (e.g., water), the 
slow evaporation time of the solvent may reduce sample throughput. 
Historically, a major factor in the successful application of DESI has been the 
tuning of the geometry of the experiment.  The numerous degrees of freedom associated 
with a freely adjustable sample stage and spray tip relative to a fixed capillary inlet allow 
incredible flexibility, but in doing so add inherent complexity. Key adjustable parameters 
including incident and collection angles, sample height and spray heights, and plume 
impact to inlet distance are typically optimized, but often differ among sample types. 
Recent efforts have been aimed at simplifying the DESI experiment by fixing the 
geometric arrangement of the sample surface, spray tip and capillary inlet.34  In these 
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studies the dependence on angles and distances is minimized by enclosing the sampling 
surface in a small chamber and spraying the surface with both the spray tip and capillary 
held near 90 degrees to it.  The ion cloud is created within the sample chamber and 
transferred into the mass spectrometer due to the pressure differential of the vacuum.  In 
other work, solid phase microextraction (SPME) fibers used to extract either vapors from 
the headspace of samples or analytes from solution have been inserted into an 
electrospray plume for DESI analysis.24,39  In these instances the surface area was 
sufficiently small relative to the electrospray plume and ionization of adsorbed surface 
analytes occurred as the plume traveled around the fiber. 
The present investigation reports an alternate method for simplifying the 
geometry dependence of DESI experiments that require sample deposition.  In this 
method the sample is not deposited onto a continuous solid surface but rather onto a 
sampling mesh.  Instead of deflecting the electrospray plume off of the surface and into 
the mass spectrometer, the incident spray angle is reduced to zero degrees and the spray 
is transmitted through the sample.  This “transmission-mode” DESI technique allows for 
rapid analysis of both deposited residues and solutions without rigorous optimization of 
spray distances or angles and without the preparation time associated with solvent 
evaporation.  Figure 3.1 presents a schematic view of TM-DESI and illustrates the 
















Figure 3.1:  Transmission mode desorption electrospray ionization (TM-DESI) 
geometry.  Sample (S) is deposited on a mesh substrate and analyzed by 
passing an electrospray through it.  The angle between the electrospray tip 
(T), sample (S), and capillary inlet (C) to the mass spectrometer is set to 0 
degrees.  DTC is the distance from the electrospray tip to the capillary, DTS is 
the distance from the electrospray tip to the sample, and DSC is the distance 
from the sample to the capillary. 
3.2  EXPERIMENTAL 
3.2.1  Materials 
Nicotine, bradykinin, and rhodamine 6G were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. (St. 
Louis, MO).  All standards were used without further purification and prepared in high 
purity solvent (e.g., water, methanol, hexane or acetonitrile) obtained from Fisher 
Scientific (Hampton, NH).  Red and blue permanent markers (Fine Sharpie, Sanford 
Corporation, Oak Brook, IL) were also used as sources of the easily ionized dyes 
rhodamine 6G and Basic Blue 7. 
Five different sheets of mesh material with similar characteristics (Table 3.1) 
were purchased from Small Parts Inc. (Miramar, FL) and cut into 5 mm x 10 mm 
rectangular pieces.  Mesh pieces were rinsed with a mixture of water, methanol, and 
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acetone and allowed to dry before use.  Blank measurements were taken prior to sample 
preparation to ensure that the mesh pieces were free of analyte or any detectable chemical 
interference. 
Table 3.1:  Sample Mesh Characteristics 
Mesh Material Open Space (μm) Strand Diameter (μm) Transmittance (%) 
PEEK 300 200 36.0 
Nylon (6,6) 350 240 35.0 
Polyester 350 250 34.0 
Polypropylene 297 215 33.5 
Stainless Steel 381 250 36.0 
3.2.2  Mass Spectrometry 
An Omni Spray™ ion source (Prosolia, Inc., Indianapolis, IN) was mounted to a 
Thermo Fisher Scientific LTQ XL mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., 
Waltham, MA) and modified to allow an angle of zero degrees between the electrospray 
tip and capillary inlet to the mass spectrometer.  Samples were affixed to the sample slide 
arm of the Omni Spray™ ion source using a sample holder constructed of two 
rectangular pieces of high density polyethylene (HDPE) that held the sample screen on 
one end.  Mass spectra were acquired by scrolling the sample mesh perpendicularly into 
the electrospray plume between the spray tip and the capillary inlet, thereby allowing 
transmission of the ionizing spray through the mesh.  Specific studies were carried out to 
determine the optimum position of the sample mesh and electrospray tip relative to the 
capillary inlet to the mass spectrometer. 
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Mass spectra were acquired in either positive or negative mode, depending on the 
ionization affinity of the sample, with the ion accumulation time set to 10 ms and signal 
averaging set for 4 microscans.  The temperature of the heated capillary was held at 200 
oC for all sample analysis. Nitrogen was used as the DESI nebulizing gas.  A syringe 
pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) was used to deliver water; methanol; 
acetonitrile; a 50:50 (v:v) mixture of water and methanol; or a 49:49:1 (v:v:v) mixture of 
water, methanol, and formic acid as the electrospray solvent.  Specific studies were 
carried out to determine the appropriate range of nitrogen pressures, electrospray solvent 
flow rates, and electrospray voltages. 
3.2.3  Fluorescence Microscopy 
Microscopy was performed using either the 2.5X objective of an Olympus BX2 
epifluorescent microscope equipped with a 12 bit CCD camera (DVC Co., Austin, TX) 
and high-pressure mercury bulb excitation source. Excitation occurred at 480 nm and 
emission was monitored at 535 nm. Photomicrographs were captured via DVC software 
with adjustable gain, offset, and exposure time. 
3.2.4  Sample Preparation 
Samples were prepared by spotting 1 μL of solution onto a sample mesh using a 5 
μL syringe (SGE Austin, TX).  Specific studies were carried out to assess the impact of 
the sample deposition solvent, the sample substrate and the drying time (i.e., wet vs. dry 
analysis). 
3.3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Transmission mode desorption electrospray ionization depends on ten 
experimental variables that can be subdivided into three categories: those that define the 
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geometry of the experiment, those that characterize the electrospray, and those that 
govern the desorption/ionization chemistry at the sample surface. 
3.3.1  Geometric Variables 
With a fixed electrospray angle of zero degrees (Figure 3.1), the geometric 
variables of the experiment are reduced from seven37 to two:  the distance between the 
sample mesh and the capillary inlet to the mass spectrometer, DSC, and the distance 
between the electrospray tip and the capillary inlet, DTC.  Defining these two distances 
necessarily dictates the position of the electrospray tip relative to the sample mesh. 
Experiments using rhodamine 6G and Basic Blue 7 were conducted to determine 
the optimal range for the geometric variables DSC and DTC.  With the solvent flow rate set 
to 10 μL/min and the nebulizing gas pressure set to 100psi,  DSC and DTC were varied 
incrementally throughout their possible range (i.e., 5mm < DTC < 21mm and 1mm < DSC 
< 20mm) and an average peak area for the protonated species at each position was used to 
construct a contour plot of the response. (Figure 3.2) 
Under these electrospray conditions, the largest responses were observed when 
the sample mesh was placed between 8 and 10 mm from the capillary inlet and the 
electrospray tip was held 2 to 3 mm from the mesh (i.e., DTC between 10 and 12 mm) 
These findings correlate with what is already known about the optimal distance between 
an electrospray tip and a capillary inlet in a standard ESI experiment47 and the distance 
between the ESI tip and a sample surface in a DESI experiment.5  Furthermore, additional 
experiments conducted at lower flow rates (e.g., 3 μL/min) favored DSC values of less 
than 8 mm; thereby indicating that a more compact geometry that is similar to traditional 
DESI may also be appropriate for TM-DESI analysis of dried residues.  However, when 
extended to the analysis of wet samples, the response was lower at these shorter 
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distances, a result most likely due to the incomplete desolvation of the analyte ions.  
Finally, the experimental results also illustrate that the TM-DESI technique is only 
moderately sensitive to variations in these distances under given electrospray conditions 
and that slight differences in sample placement are unlikely to result in major fluctuations 







Figure 3.2:  Average peak area of protonated Basic Blue 7 (m/z 478) across variations in 
the distance of the sample screen to capillary inlet (DSC) and spray tip to 
capillary inlet (DTC).  The dark shaded region indicates the largest response 
3.3.2  Electrospray Variables 
Variables that characterize the electrospray in TM-DESI are identical to those in 
standard electrospray experiments, namely the electrospray voltage, the pressure or flow 
rate of the nebulizing gas, and the flow rate of the sample (i.e., the flow rate of the spray 
solvent).  Experiments using rhodamine 6 G and Basic Blue 7 were conducted to 
determine the impact of varying these variables on the TM-DESI response.  With the 
geometry set at DSC equal to 8mm and DTC equal to 10mm, the maximum average peak 
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area was observed when the solvent flow was 10 μL/min and the nitrogen pressure was 
100 psi, although other pairings also produced strong responses. (Figure 3.3) 
Figure 3.3:  Response of protonated Basic Blue 7 (m/z 478) across variations in 
nebulizing gas pressure (psi of N2) and flow rate of electrospray solvent 
(Methanol).  Error bars are depicted as one standard deviation about the 
mean of 5 replicate measurements taken at each data point. 
Variation of the electrospray voltage showed a maximum response at 4.0 kV, with a 
range of values greater than 3.0 kV providing adequate response. (Figure 3.4)  While the 
results for nebulizing gas pressure and electrospray voltages are typical for both standard 
electrospray experiments and DESI analyses5, the optimal flow rate of 10 μL/min 
concurred with several values reported for DESI,7,17 but was higher than others 
performed with lower flow rates of only 2 - 5 μL/min.5,12  As discussed in the previous 
section, this optimal flow rate is likely an artifact of the chosen geometry and would be 











































Figure 3.4:  Response of protonated Basic Blue 7 (m/z 478) with variations in 
electrospray voltage.  Error bars are depicted as one standard deviation 
about the mean of 5 replicate measurements taken at each data point. 
3.3.3  Sample Spot Size and Shape in TM-DESI 
Experiments were conducted to determine the influence of the electrospray 
solvent flow rate and experimental geometry on the TM-DESI sampling spot size and 
shape. Accordingly, a standard piece of printer paper was cut into 5 mm by 10 mm pieces 
and inserted into the sample holder in place of a sampling mesh. A solution of rhodamine 
6G (100 pg/μL in MeOH) was electrosprayed for 30 s at various flow rates (2 μL/min to 
10 μL/min) and distances (DTS 2 mm to 8 mm) onto the paper substrate, resulting in 
depositions of 100 to 500 pg of rhodamine 6G. Fluorescence microscopy was used to 
determine the effective size and shape of the electrospray plume as it reached the 
substrate. Figure 3.5 shows an example where the electrospray flow rate was 5 μL/min 
and the distance from the spray tip to the sample was 2 mm. The bright area shown in the 
photomicrograph illustrates that the TM-DESI spot is dense, relatively symmetrical, and 
has a diameter of approximately 1 mm under these electrospray conditions. These 
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characteristics therefore result in an effective sampling area of approximately 0.8 mm2. 
Higher flow rates and larger distances resulted in more irregular, diffuse spray patterns 
with sampling diameters about 2 to 3 mm. These results generally agree with recent 
reports for DESI imaging48 but differ in that elliptical spray patterns are not observed at 
higher flow rates. Ultimately, a distance of 2 mm and an electrospray flow rate of 5 
μL/min provide a balance between spot regularity and the flux of the ionizing solvent 
through the mesh. 
 
 
Figure 3.5:  Fluorescence image of rhodamine 6G electrosprayed onto a paper substrate 
at a distance of 2 mm and an electrospray flow rate of 5 uL/min. Under 
these electrospray conditions the TM-DESI spot size remains essentially 
circular and has a diameter of approximately 1 mm. 
3.3.4  Surface Desorption/Ionization Variables 
Variables that influence the surface ionization in TM-DESI include the identity of 
the spray solvent, the identity of the sample deposition solvent, the composition and 
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physical characteristics of the substrate material, the identity of the target analyte, and the 
surface density of the target analyte deposited on the substrate.  The chemistry of the 
desorption/ionization mechanism has been the subject of several reports 12,21,23,37.  TM-
DESI depends on four variables that are in common with traditional DESI: the 
composition of the substrate material, the identity of the electrospray solvent, the identity 
of the target molecule, and the surface density of the target molecules on the substrate.  
Since TM-DESI can also be used for liquid samples, the identity of the sample deposition 
solvent is an additional variable that may directly influence the desorption and ionization 
in these analyses.  While a complete investigation of surface parameters was outside the 
scope of this Chapter, exploratory studies were performed to investigate the potential 
influence of several of the principal variables. 
3.3.5  Sample Substrate 
Several attributes of the sample substrate, including the material of construction, 
the mesh stand size, and mesh open space (i.e., the mesh transmittance) govern how 
efficiently analytes are suspended on and removed from the surface.  Five sample meshes 
of differing materials but with similar physical characteristics were investigated in this 
introductory investigation (Table 3.1). As an initial study, the effect of the substrate 
material on the lifetime of the TM-DESI signal was investigated for Rhodamine 6G, 
nicotine, and bradykinin at both low and high concentrations and for both wet (i.e., 
solvated) and dry analysis (i.e., analysis after evaporation of the deposition solvent).  
As exemplified in Figure 3.6 for Rhodamine 6G, the substrate material had a 
noticeable impact on the response, especially at lower concentrations.  In this case the 
polypropylene and PEEK meshes produced the largest responses while the polyester and 
stainless steel meshes produced much lower responses.  It should be noted that no 
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additional potential was applied to the surfaces during analysis.  Therefore, the relatively 
poor ionization efficiency for the stainless steel mesh may be caused by charge dispersion 
at the conductive surface.  For all of the compounds studied, both wet and dry analysis of 
low concentration samples produced sharp initial peaks, as observed in Figure 3.6, 
followed by rapid signal decay.  When the concentration was increased, a sharp initial 
peak was still observed, but decay proceeded at a much slower rate. In general, results 
obtained for nicotine and bradykinin were comparable to those for Rhodamine 6G and 










Figure 3.6:  Relative TM-DESI signal of 10 pg of Rhodamine 6G from five different 
mesh materials with similar transmission characteristics (i.e., strand 
diameters of ~200-250 uM and open space of ~ 300-400 uM).  Samples 
were spotted using 1 μL of methanol and allowed to dry prior to analysis. 
Aside from the differences observed between the mesh materials, a difference was 
also noted between wet and dry analysis of samples at higher concentrations.  In this 
case, the signal decay for dry analysis was much more gradual as analyte was continually 
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desorbed from the surface.  In contrast, the wet analysis produced slightly larger but more 
rapidly decaying responses since the analyte was already solvated and thus easier to 
desorb from the surface.  Overall, these results suggest that the identity of the surface 
substrate may influence the performance of TM-DESI.  Therefore, additional studies that 
more comprehensively evaluate the performance of a larger variety of meshes were 
performed.  These results are discussed in Chapter 4. 
3.3.6  Electrospray Solvent 
The importance of the electrospray solvent composition on DESI analysis has 
been reported numerous times.5,12  These studies have suggested that the optimum solvent 
is analyte dependent and that the efficacy of a particular solvent is a function of its 
polarity and the solubility of the target analyte.  Various common electrospray solvents 
including methanol, water, acetonitrile, and mixtures of these solvents have been utilized 
in DESI analyses. In the present study experiments were undertaken to study the effect of 
varying the electrospray solvent on the response of nicotine and bradykinin. In each case, 
1 μL of solution (1 ng/μL of nicotine in methanol or 50 uM bradykinin in methanol) was 
deposited onto a nylon mesh and allowed to dry completely before analysis.   
Table 3.2 summarizes the results for these experiments and confirms that 
electrospray solvent effects are also observed in the transmission mode.  The largest 
response for nicotine was observed when methanol was used as the spray solvent while 
much lower responses were observed using water or acetonitrile.  In contrast, the results 
for bradykinin show that the largest response was observed when water was the spray 
solvent and much lower responses were observed for either pure methanol or pure 
acetonitrile.  Thus, the optimum spray solvent depended on the identity of the target 
analyte. These results again illustrate that the mechanism of desorption in the 
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transmission mode is likely similar to traditional DESI when the deposition solvent is 
allowed to evaporate completely before analysis. 
Table 3.2:  Relative Percent Responses of Dried Samples with Spray Solvent 
Analyte Methanol Methanol/Water Water Acetonitrile 
Nicotine 100.0 60.0 25.8 21.8 
Bradykinin 10.7 82.2 100.0 4.2 
3.3.7  Deposition Solvent 
The electrospray angle in most DESI experiments is typically much greater than 
zero (i.e., 40° to 70°) which causes rapid erosion of liquids from uniform sample surfaces 
such as glass, plastics and metal.  Thus, analysis of liquids in traditional DESI is most 
successful from rough substrates such as paper or TLC plates that absorb the solvent and 
hold the liquid analytes in place.  The zero degree electrospray in TM-DESI lessens this 
erosion effect as the nebulizing gas, desolvated ions, and un-ionized droplets are directed 
through the surface at an angle perpendicular to it, thereby reducing the tendency for 
surface resolvation and spreading of the target analyte on the substrate.  Therefore, 
analysis of liquids from smooth mesh surfaces is possible in TM-DESI and as a 
consequence, the deposition solvent plays a more prominent role in the surface chemistry 
of the analysis. 
To investigate the impact of the deposition solvent, the experiments conducted to 
test the impact of the electrospray solvent were repeated using various deposition 
solvents.  However, unlike the previous experiments, the samples were analyzed while 
they were suspended as liquid droplets in the mesh, not dried to a solid film. Table 3.3 
summarizes the results obtained for nicotine using three electrospray solvents (i.e., 
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methanol, acetonitrile, water) and four deposition solvents (i.e., methanol, acetonitrile, 
water, hexane).  The most compelling results are the differences observed amongst a set 
of analyses that utilized the same electrospray solvent, but differing deposition solvents.  
For example, relative responses varied between 22.8% and 100% when the deposition 
solvent was varied and methanol was used as the electrospray solvent. 
Table 3.3:  Relative Percent Responses of Wet Nicotine Samples with Various 
Deposition and Electrospray Solvents 
 Electrospray Solvent 
Deposition Solvent Methanol Acetonitrile Water 
Methanol 100.0 37.7 36.6 
Acetonitrile 83.9 34.0 22.7 
Water 22.8 10.2 11.5 
Hexane 59.6 14.6 4.9 
Table 3.4 summarizes the results obtained for bradykinin using four electrospray 
solvents (i.e., methanol, acetonitrile, water, methanol/water) and two deposition solvents 
(i.e., methanol and water).  These results correlate well with those presented in Table 3.2 
and also suggest that the efficiency of ionization may be controlled by either the 
electrospray solvent or the deposition solvent.  More specifically, from Table 3.2 the 
largest responses for bradykinin (as a dried film) were observed when either water or a 
mixture of water and methanol was used as the electrospray solvent.  Table 3.4 also 
shows that the largest responses for solvated bradykinin were observed when water was 
present, either as the deposition solvent in combination with a methanolic electrospray or 
as the electrospray solvent in combination with a methanolic deposition.  Interestingly, 
the average responses for either the all-methanol or all-water systems were far lower.  
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Furthermore, the magnitude of the response observed when a mixture of methanol and 
water was used as the electrospray solvent was between that observed for the pure solvent 
systems. 
Table 3.4:  Relative Percent Responses of Wet Bradykinin Samples with Various 
Deposition and Electrospray Solvents 
Deposition Electrospray Solvent 
Solvent Methanol Methanol/Water Water Acetonitrile 
Methanol 23.3 80.8 96.9 13.2 
Water 100.0 64.5 42.0 44.6 
These results clearly illustrate that the identity of the deposition solvent has an 
impact on the response in TM-DESI and that the mechanism in the solvated transmission 
mode analysis is dependent not only on the surface, analyte and ionizing solvent, but also 
on the solvent that suspends the target analyte on the mesh.  Elucidation of the ionization 
mechanism must therefore consider not only the interaction of the electrospray solvent 
with the analyte, but also the interaction of the deposition solvent with the surface and 
electrospray solvent, the partitioning of the analyte between the deposition solvent and 
the surface, and the possible partitioning of the analyte between the two solvents. 
One possible mechanism could assume that there is no adsorption of the target 
analyte to the surface and that the ionization results from a partitioning of the analyte 
between the two solvents.  This mechanism would be similar to a liquid-liquid extraction 
where the miscibility of the two solvents and the corresponding solubility of the target 
analyte have a large influence on the eventual efficacy of the ionization. Results 
presented in Table 3.3 for the analysis of nicotine when hexane was used as the 
deposition solvent and water was used as the electrospray solvent support this argument.  
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Since the miscibility of these two solvents is minimal, the analyte would have less 
opportunity to partition into the electrospray solvent and therefore little tendency to be 
ionized. 
Another possible mechanism could involve a “secondary” electrospray of a 
completely suspended analyte where a suspended analyte droplet is dislodged from the 
surface by the electrospray plume and then subsequently ionized by the desolvation of the 
analyte amidst the other electrospray solvent ions.  Finally, like traditional DESI, the 
mechanism could involve a droplet pickup mechanism in which the analyte is picked up 
from the surface or from a thin layer of solvent surrounding the surface.5,21,23  However, 
in this case the surface activity of the solute in the various deposition solvents would also 
be a factor as analytes that favored the surface over the solvent would more likely be 
available for “pickup” by the electrospray solvent. The data presented here are not 
sufficient to conclusively elucidate the mechanism of the solvated TM-DESI analysis, but 
they served as a guide for subsequent investigations in Chapter 4. 
3.3.8  Figures of Merit 
Table 3.5 summarizes the detection limit and precision results for nicotine and 
bradykinin by TM-DESI using a PEEK mesh and a deposition volume of 1 μL 
(methanol).  For the nicotine analysis, methanol was used as the electrospray solvent, 
while a solution of water, methanol, and formic acid (50:50:1% by volume) was used for 
the analysis of bradykinin.  Results of 10 replicate measurements at a concentration 10 
times the limit of detection (LOD) were used to calculate the precision. 
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Table 3.5:  Figures of Merit 
Analyte LOD (dry) pg LOD wet pg/μL %RSD (wet) 
Nicotine 1.0 0.5 11.4 
Bradykinin 0.3 0.3 9.6 
Comparison of the results for wet and dry analysis does not suggest a clear benefit 
in sensitivity using either method.  However, it is worth noting that TM-DESI analysis of 
wet samples consumes the sample more rapidly than dry analysis, since the release of the 
suspended solvent droplets is nearly instantaneous when the sample intersects the 
nebulizing plume.  Therefore, samples deposited as 1 μL or less and analyzed wet have a 
spot size on the same order as the DESI spray.  In contrast, TM-DESI of dry samples 
produces longer-lived signals because the desorption process must be initiated by 
resolvation of analytes that have dried on the mesh.  In this case, the entire spot may not 
be sampled simultaneously.  Therefore, the relative similarity in the sensitivity of the wet 
and dry analysis may be a balance between these factors.  While the reported detection 
limits cannot necessarily be extended to all analyses, they do suggest that the 
transmission mode sensitivity is comparable with that of traditional DESI for small 
molecules like nicotine and peptides such as bradykinin.5  
The precision results show approximately 10-12% RSD for the analysis of wet 
samples deposited as 1 μL in methanol.  These results are promising for qualitative 
screening, but quantitative analyses may require even better precision.  In addition to the 
quantitative precision, the qualitative repeatability of TM-DESI was tested by performing 
50 replicate analyses of wet and dry samples of both bradykinin and nicotine at sample 
concentrations twice the limit of detection. For the nicotine samples, nicotine was 
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detected in all 50 samples, and for the bradykinin samples, 49 of 50 samples yielded 
positive results. 
3.4 CONCLUSIONS 
The results reported here demonstrate that TM-DESI is capable of producing high 
quality mass spectral data for both solid residues and liquid samples in very short periods 
of time.  The zero degree electrospray angle transmits the ionizing plume through the 
sample surface and effectively reduces the number of geometric experimental variables to 
two, thus providing a useful simplification to the conventional DESI experiment.  The 
bulk of the variability in the TM-DESI analysis remains defined by the five variables that 
describe the desorption process: the electrospray solvent, the deposition solvent, the 
substrate material, the target analyte and the partitioning of that analyte onto the substrate 
or into the deposition solvent. More extensive research beyond the simple surfaces and 
solvents discussed here is detailed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 4:  The Influence of Material and Mesh Characteristics on 
Transmission Mode Desorption Electrospray Ionization 
4.0  CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
Adaptation of desorption electrospray ionization to a transmission mode (TM-DESI) 
entails passing an electrospray plume through a sample that has been deposited onto or 
otherwise collected by a mesh substrate. In this chapter, a combination of mass 
spectrometry and fluorescence microscopy studies are used to illustrate the critical role 
material composition, mesh open space, and mesh fiber diameter play on the 
transmission, desorption, and ionization process. Substrates with open spaces less than 
150 μm and accompanying minimal strand diameters produce less scattering of the plume 
and therefore favor transmission. Larger strand diameters typically encompass larger 
open spaces, but the increase in the surface area of the strand increases plume scattering 
as well as solvent and analyte spreading on the mesh. Polypropylene (PP), ethylene 
tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE), and polyetheretherketone (PEEK) materials afford much 
better desorption of polar analytes than similarly sized polyethylene terephthalate (PETE) 
or nylon-6,6 (PA66) substrates. Ultimately, the manner in which the electrospray plume 
interacts with the mesh as it is transmitted through the substrate is shown to be critical to 
performing and optimizing TM-DESI analyses. In addition, evidence is presented for 
analyte dependent variations in the desorption mechanisms of dry and solvated samples. 
4.1  INTRODUCTION 
Desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) is among the growing number of 
atmospheric pressure ionization techniques that are suitable for coupling to mass 
spectrometric analysis.1-40 In DESI, ions are produced by directing charged solvent 
droplets from an electrospray source toward a sample that is either a bulk material in its 
native state (e.g., pharmaceutical tablet) or one that has been deposited from solution onto 
a sampling surface. Analytes present at the surface are desorbed and ionized by the 
incoming plume and subsequently transferred to the mass spectrometer inlet by the 
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influence of the applied potential and the pressure differential between atmospheric 
pressure and the low-pressure region of the mass analyzer. 
Adaptations of DESI, including geometry independent DESI in gas tight 
enclosures35 and transmission mode desorption electrospray ionization (TM-DESI) have 
been developed to reduce the geometry dependence of DESI experiments.  In the 
transmission mode the sample is not deposited onto a continuous solid surface but rather 
onto a sampling mesh. In this adaptation, the incident spray angle and collection angle are 
fixed at 0° and the spray is transmitted through the sample. (See Figure 3.1) Along with 
the simplification of the experimental geometry, the transmission mode also allows 
convenient analysis of both dry (i.e., following evaporation of the deposition solvent) and 
wet (i.e., solvated) samples with similar performance characteristics to those achieved 
using traditional DESI. 
Surface variables including the chemical composition, porosity, texture, and 
electrical conductivity of the substrate have been reported to affect DESI analyses. 24, 37–39 
Dramatic reductions in response have been noted for high conductivity surfaces due to 
neutralization of the incoming ion plume at the surface.2, 38 Variations in response due to 
the impact of the surface on crystallization of deposited samples have been reported,2, 37 
as well as increases in response for porous or rough surfaces due to a reduction in sample 
spreading,2, 37 and increases in response due to chemical inertness and hydrophobicity of 
materials such as PTFE.24, 38  DESI analyses have utilized a variety of surface materials, 
including glass, PMMA, PTFE, TLC plates, UTLC plates, porous silicon, nanoporous 
aluminum, paper, and stainless steel. However, in general the use of rough, non-
conducting materials is now widely preferred. 
The utilization of a mesh material as the sample substrate for TM-DESI analysis 
introduces a new set of experimental variables that have not been investigated by 
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traditional DESI. In TM-DESI, the mesh substrate is not only composed of a particular 
material, but also fashioned into a variety of different forms depending on the strand size 
used for the mesh and the open space between the various strands. Liquid samples 
spotted onto the sampling mesh fill one or more of the openings and the analyte may 
either adsorb onto the mesh or remain partitioned in the deposition solvent. Initial studies 
of rhodamine 6G, bradykinin, and nicotine by TM-DESI using mesh substrates composed 
of five different materials but with similar mesh characteristics were discussed in Chapter 
3.  Those results demonstrated tremendous differences in response depending on the 
mesh material. The present chapter expands on those results by including not only more 
materials but also substrates with widely varying mesh characteristics. Furthermore, more 
attention is given to the interaction of the electrospray plume with the mesh substrate, 
how the mesh characteristics impact the transmission of the electrospray, and how the 
material composition and mesh characteristics ultimately impact desorption and 
ionization mechanisms of liquid samples by TM-DESI. 
4.2   EXPERIMENTAL 
4.2.1  Materials 
Rhodamine 6G and bradykinin were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, 
MO) and used without further purification. High purity methanol, water, and acetone 
were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH). Working standards of both 
rhodamine 6G and bradykinin were prepared at concentrations of 60 and 100 pg/μL in 
methanol. A total of 20 different mesh substrates manufactured from five different 
polymeric materials; polypropylene (PP), polyetheretherketone (PEEK), ethylene 
tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE), nylon-6,6 (PA66), and polyethylene terephthalate (PETE) 
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were purchased from Small Parts, Inc. (Miramar, FL). The monomeric structures for 
these materials are shown in Figure 4.1. 
Figure 4.1:  Monomers of the polymeric mesh materials used as TM-DESI substrates. 
As indicated in Table 4.1, the different materials were fashioned into meshes with 
differing structural characteristics, namely the open space between the strands of the 
mesh and the diameter of the strands used to compose the mesh. Ultimately, these two 
variables were used to compute a theoretical percent transmittance (transmission %) of 
the mesh. (Figure 4.2) 
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Table 4.1:  Sample Mesh Characteristics 
Mesh Material Open Space (μm) Strand Diameter (μm) Transmission (%) 
Polypropylene(PP) 105 100 26.2 
Polypropylene(PP) 129 100 30.9 
Polypropylene(PP) 149 106 34.1 
Polypropylene(PP) 250 200 30.9 
Polypropylene(PP) 297 215 33.6 
Polypropylene(PP) 500 300 39.1 
Nylon (PA66) 110 51 46.7 
Nylon (PA66) 130 50 52.2 
Nylon (PA66) 150 92 38.4 
Nylon (PA66) 250 180 33.8 
Nylon (PA66) 310 151 45.2 
Nylon (PA66) 500 315 37.6 
Polyester (PETE) 105 42 51.0 
Polyester (PETE) 132 54 50.4 
Polyester (PETE) 150 96 37.2 
Polyester (PETE) 250 152 38.7 
Polyester (PETE) 300 143 45.9 
Polyester (PETE) 500 220 48.2 
ETFE 150 96 37.2 















































Figure 4.2: The percent transmittance was calculated as the square of the open space 
divided by the square of the sum of the open space and strand diameter. 
Throughout this chapter, mesh materials are given an alphanumeric designation 
by their material composition and their open space. (e.g., PP 149 was the mesh composed 
of polypropylene fibers with an open space of 149 μm) Before analysis, each mesh 
substrate was rinsed with a mixture of high purity water, methanol, and acetone. After 
drying, the mesh sheets were cut into 5 mm x 10 mm rectangular pieces. Blank 
measurements were made on representative samples of each substrate to ensure that each 
was free of analyte or any detectable interference. 
4.4.2  Mass Spectrometry 
An Omni Spray ion source (Prosolia, Inc., Indianapolis, IN) was mounted to a 
Thermo Fisher Scientific LTQ XL mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., 
Waltham, MA) and modified to allow a 0° angle between the electrospray tip and 
capillary inlet to the mass spectrometer. Samples were affixed to the sample slide arm of 
the Omni Spray ion source using a sample holder constructed of two rectangular support 
pieces (1.2 cm x 15 cm): one high density polyethylene (HDPE) 2.3 mm thick and one 








pieces and the sample mesh was held between the two layers. Mass spectra were acquired 
by scrolling the sample holder perpendicularly into the electrospray plume between the 
spray tip and the capillary inlet, thereby allowing transmission of the ionizing spray 
through the mesh.  All analyses were carried out with a TM-DESI geometry of DTS equal 
to 2 mm and DTC equal to 8 mm (see Figure 3.1). 
Mass spectra were acquired using the Xcalibur 2.0 software program in the 
positive ion mode with the electrospray voltage set to 4.0 kV, the ion accumulation time 
set to 10 ms and signal averaging set for four microscans. Nitrogen at a pressure of 100 
psi was used as the nebulizing gas. A syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) 
was used to deliver either methanolic samples for ESI or methanol electrospray solvent 
for TM-DESI at a rate of 5 μL/min. Samples were prepared by spotting 1 μL of solution 
onto a sample mesh using a 5 μL syringe (SGE, Austin, TX) and analyzed wet, before the 
deposition solvent had evaporated. 
The response of rhodamine 6G was monitored using a selected dissociation 
reaction of the protonated species of m/z 443.3 Da to the dominant fragment of m/z 415.2 
Da (i.e., selected reaction monitoring). The response of bradykinin was monitored using a 
selective ion monitoring of the doubly protonated species [M + 2H]2+ of m/z 530.7 Da. 
The area of the peak chosen by Xcalibur’s ICIS peak detection algorithm was used to 
compare responses and each experiment was repeated a minimum of five times to ensure 
consistency between mesh samples. 
4.2.3  Fluorescence Microscopy 
Analysis of residual rhodamine 6G was performed using either the 2.5X or 4X 
objective of an Olympus BX2 epifluorescent microscope equipped with a 12 bit CCD 
camera (DVC Co., Austin, TX) and high-pressure mercury bulb excitation source. 
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Excitation of rhodamine 6G occurred at 480 nm and emission was monitored at 535 nm. 
Photomicrographs were captured via DVC software with adjustable gain, offset, and 
exposure time. While various microscopy settings were used for different experiments 
based on the sensitivity of the instrument and the amount of residual analyte, all 
microscopy settings were consistent among the samples being compared. 
4.3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Desorption electrospray ionization involves the interaction of an incoming 
electrospray plume with analytes adsorbed onto a surface. Desorption and ionization of 
these analytes is believed to proceed through a multistep droplet pick-up mechanism, 
where the initial step involves the formation of a thin solvent layer on the surface by the 
incoming solvent plume.1,40  Adsorbed molecules eventually dissolve or migrate into the 
solvent layer and are subsequently desorbed by the momentum of the high velocity 
electrospray droplets that continue to contact the surface. Once the analytes are 
sequestered in the charged off-spring droplets, they are ionized by typical ESI 
mechanisms. Ultimately, the droplet pick-up mechanism depends not only on the 
characteristics of the electrospray but also on the physical and chemical characteristics of 
the surface. Specifically, the surface influences the formation of the solvent layer, 
spreading of the solvent layer, the ease with which off-spring droplets leave the surface 
and the migration rate of adsorbed molecules into the solvent layer. Therefore, 
experiments were designed to assess the impact of the mesh characteristics on 
electrospray transmission and desorption of solvated analytes. 
4.3.1  Electrospray Transmission through Mesh Substrates 
Numerous studies have investigated fundamental electrospray characteristics at 
various geometries, flow rates, gas pressures and applied voltages.41-43 However, the 
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transmission of an electrospray through a material is not typically addressed. One way to 
probe the interaction is to compare the mass spectral response when an analyte is 
electrosprayed through the mesh with that when no mesh is present. Accordingly, a 
solution of rhodamine 6G (60 pg/μL in MeOH) was electrosprayed at a flow of 5 μL/min 
though each mesh material in Table 4.1 for 20 s, resulting in the analysis of a total of 100 
pg of rhodamine 6G. Ten replicate experiments were conducted for each mesh material, 
each utilizing a new mesh for the analysis. The average response when the mesh was 
present was divided by the average response obtained in control experiments (i.e., no 
mesh present) performed immediately before and after each set of replicates, thereby 
resulting in an average percent recovery for rhodamine 6G. These results, along with the 
normalized percent recovery among the twenty different mesh substrates, are presented in 
Table 4.2.  
The average recovery of rhodamine 6G varied from 2.0% to 48.8%, clearly 
indicating that the physical parameters of the mesh substrate had a dramatic impact on the 
transmission of the analyte. Examination of the entire dataset illustrates that the 
transmission of rhodamine 6G is not strictly favored for mesh materials with large open 
spaces, as materials such as PP 149 and ETFE 150 yield higher recoveries than PA66 500 
or PETE 300, even though the open space is one-half to one-third as large. Furthermore, 
high recoveries were not strictly attributed to small strand diameters, as recoveries for PP 
297 and PA66 500 are much larger than ETFE 105 and PA66 150, although the latter 
have much smaller strand diameters.  
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Table 4.2:  Transmission through Mesh Materials 
Mesh Material Average Recovery (%) Normalized Recovery (%) 
PP 105 33.5 68.6 
PP 129 40.3 82.6 
PP 149 48.8 100.0 
PP 250 27.9 57.2 
PP 297 37.7 77.2 
PP 500 23.0 47.2 
PA66 110 15.6 31.9 
PA66 130 22.5 46.1 
PA66 150 7.1 14.5 
PA66 250 3.7 7.6 
PA66 310 8.0 16.3 
PA66 500 2.0 4.1 
PETE 105 10.8 22.2 
PETE 132 5.1 10.5 
PETE 150 4.5 9.2 
PETE 250 12.0 24.6 
PETE 300 10.0 20.5 
PETE 500 13.6 27.9 
ETFE 150 40.6 83.2 
PEEK 300 24.5 50.3 
When substrates are grouped based on their open space (e.g., PP 149, ETFE 150, 
PA66 150, PETE 150), it is apparent that PP, ETFE, and PEEK materials afford much 
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higher transmission than similarly sized PETE or PA66 substrates, especially for those 
with open spaces less than 300 μm. (Figure 4.3). These results are consistent throughout 
each size grouping and for both analytes, emphasizing the influence of the mesh material 
relative to the size characteristics of the mesh. However, the size characteristics are also 
an influential factor since the average recoveries for each mesh of a particular material 
were not equal. 
Figure 4.3:  Normalized responses of rhodamine 6G and bradykinin using (a) 
polypropylene mesh materials with open spaces ranging from 105 to 500 μm 
and (b) meshes of different materials with open spaces of ~150 μm. Solid 
bars indicate transmission of rhodamine 6G electrosprayed through the 
mesh. Square patterned bars correspond to desorption of rhodamine 6G 
while horizontal striped bars correspond to desorption of bradykinin using 
TM-DESI analysis. 
Rhodamine 6G that was not transmitted through the mesh to the mass 
spectrometer must have either adsorbed to the mesh or been scattered by the mesh away 
from the capillary inlet. Therefore, the mesh samples used for the transmission 
experiments were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy to determine the extent of 
analyte adsorption that occurred during the analysis. Furthermore, the transmission 
experiments were also repeated with a second sample holder containing a 5 mm x 10 mm 
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piece of paper placed ~6 mm behind the sample holder containing the mesh material but 
directly in front of the capillary inlet. In this case, the paper was used to collect 
rhodamine 6G analyte (i.e., ions and solvated neutrals) that was scattered by the various 
mesh substrates. 
Figure 4.4:  Fluorescence micrographs of mesh materials (a) PP 149(149 μm open space) 
and (b) PETE 150 (150 μm open space) following electrospray of 
rhodamine 6G (60 pg/μL) through the mesh for 20 s. Both micrographs were 
acquired using identical microscope gain and exposure settings. 
As shown in Figure 4.4, there was a remarkable difference in the 
photomicrographs of the mesh materials. Materials such as PETE and PA66 tended to 
adsorb the rhodamine 6G while those composed of PP or ETFE did not. These results 
correlate directly with the recovery data and may be explained by either the porosity of 
the strands or the polarity and charging characteristics of the oligomeric materials since 
hydrophobic materials such as PP did not adsorb the dye nearly as much as the PA66 or 
PETE. Furthermore, the variation among the series of substrates of a particular material 
was at least partially explained by the amount of visible spreading of the adsorbed 
analyte. While the mesh materials with small open spaces and small strand diameters 
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showed little or no adsorption of analyte outside of the ~1 mm spot size, the meshes with 
large open spaces and correspondingly larger strand sizes were typically observed to have 
rhodamine 6G spread several mm across the mesh. These results suggest that the erosion 
effects typical in DESI44 may also be present in TM-DESI, but only when the surface 
area of the mesh strands becomes too large for effective transmission. 
The results of the scattering experiments (Figure 4.5) also demonstrated that mesh 
materials with larger strand sizes (i.e., those with open spaces ~150 to 315 μm) tended to 
facilitate scattering of the analytes as they passed through the mesh. For example; PP 
250, PP 297, PETE 300, and PA66 310 all showed the distinct deposition of rhodamine 
6G in multiple locations on the paper surrounding the capillary inlet. In contrast, 
transmission of the electrospray through mesh materials with smaller stand diameters 
(i.e., ~100 μm), such as PETE 105, PETE 50, ETFE 150, and PP 105, did not appear to 








Figure 4.5:  Images taken following electrospray of  rhodamine 6G through mesh 
materials composed of (a) 143 μm strands and (b) 215 μm strands.  
Scattering of dye is visible in both samples.  Similar images taken following 
experiments using strand sizes less than 100 μm produced no scattering.  
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4.3.2  Desorption of Liquid Samples from Mesh Substrates 
Experiments were also performed to investigate the potential differences between 
desorption and transmission and their relationships to TM-DESI analysis of wet samples. 
Successful sample deposition for conventional DESI analyses involves balancing drying 
time and sample spreading. If low volatility solvents (e.g., water) are used, the drying 
time often becomes the rate limiting step of the analyses.2, 15 If a more volatile solvent is 
used (e.g., methanol), the evaporation time may be reduced; however the low surface 
tension of the solvent makes uniform sample deposition more challenging.2  Furthermore, 
sample analyses that utilize smooth surfaces are typically prone to erosion effects, 
thereby requiring alternative deposition onto porous or rough surfaces that retain the 
adsorbed analyte during the formation of the initial solvation layer.2,37,39 The mesh 
materials used for TM-DESI overcome these difficulties by suspending both high and 
low volatility deposition solvents of varying surface tensions in the open space of a mesh. 
Like DESI, TM-DESI is also expected to proceed through a droplet pickup mechanism. 
However, a distinction can be drawn between TM-DESI analyses of dry samples versus 
wet samples. Analysis of dry samples should be completely analogous to traditional 
DESI as analytes are merely adsorbed onto a mesh strand instead of a hydrophobic spot 
or other surface. However, wet analyses present a different situation since the deposition 
solvent remains a component of the system and effectively acts as an abundant initial 
solvent layer. 
Analyte molecules that remain suspended in the droplets are efficiently and 
rapidly desorbed into the electrospray, where surface active analytes may be ionized by 
heterogeneous charge-transfer between the electrospray droplets and the analyte or by 
typical ESI mechanisms following droplet fusion. Both of these mechanisms have been 
proposed previously for electrospray assisted desorption techniques such as ELDI and 
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MALDESI.45-50 In contrast, analyte molecules that preferentially adsorb to the mesh 
substrate withstand the release of the deposition solvent droplets and instead are both 
desorbed and ionized by the spray solvent. The intricacies of the three component system 
(i.e., substrate, deposition solvent, electrospray solvent) are not entirely inconsequential 
as analyte response has been observed to depend on the identity of both the deposition 
and electrospray solvent. (See Chapter 3) 
Experiments analogous to the transmission studies were performed to assess the 
influence of various mesh materials and mesh characteristics on the desorption and 
ionization process. In this case, methanol was used as both the deposition and 
electrospray solvents, thereby isolating the experiment from any solvent dependent 
mechanistic variations. Samples were prepared by depositing 1 μL of a solution of 
rhodamine 6G (100 pg/μL) or bradykinin (100 pg/μL) on the surface of a mesh substrate 
and analyzed before solvent evaporation by scanning a single pass across the visibly wet 
surface at a rate of 300 μm/s. Ten replicate experiments were conducted for each mesh 
material, each utilizing a new 5 mm x 10 mm mesh. The response of the 10 
measurements was averaged and normalized to the maximum average response for the 20 
mesh substrates. The normalized results for rhodamine 6G desorption are presented 
alongside the normalized transmission results in Table 4.3. 
In general, the desorption of rhodamine 6G and bradykinin followed the trends 
established by the transmission experiments as the largest responses were observed for 
nonpolar mesh materials with moderate open space and small strand diameters. For both 
analytes, desorption from PP 149 and ETFE 150 resulted in the largest responses while 
much smaller signals were observed for substrates of different materials with similar 
mesh characteristics (e.g., PA66 150, PETE 150). Interestingly, results for other 
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relatively transmissive substrates such as PP 250, PP 297, PP 500, and PK 300 showed 
dramatic decreases in the relative efficiencies of desorption compared with transmission.  
Table 4.3:  Normalized Transmission and Desorption Results 
Mesh Material Transmission Recovery (%) Desorption Recovery (%) 
PP 105 68.6 56.1 
PP 129 82.6 55.4 
PP 149 100.0 100.0 
PP 250 57.2 10.1 
PP 297 77.2 6.3 
PP 500 47.2 4.3 
PA66 110 31.9 27.6 
PA66 130 46.1 19.7 
PA66 150 14.5 15.9 
PA66 250 7.6 3.7 
PA66 310 16.3 7.6 
PA66 500 4.1 14.2 
PETE 105 22.2 5.8 
PETE 132 10.5 6.8 
PETE 150 9.2 2.0 
PETE 250 24.6 18.8 
PETE 300 20.5 19.9 
PETE 500 27.9 10.2 
ETFE 150 83.2 86.9 
PEEK 300 50.3 21.5 
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Figure 4.3a highlights the differences between the various polypropylene 
substrates and Figure 4.3b compares the responses for substrates with ~150 μm of open 
space. While the differences among the various mesh materials are of specific interest to 
this Chapter, the relative similarity of the normalized responses for rhodamine 6G and 
bradykinin desorption by TM-DESI are particularly significant because they indicate the 
potential transference between a model compound such as rhodamine 6G and broader 
molecular classes such as peptides. (see Chapter 5) 
Fluorescence microscopy was again used to assess the impact of the mesh 
material by examining the extent of residual rhodamine 6G on the mesh after TM-DESI 
analysis. For example, Table 4.3 and Figure 4.3a indicate that the response of rhodamine 
6G from PA66 via desorption was only 16% of the response from PP 149. Figure 4.6 
depicts example micrographs taken on PP 149 and PA66 150 following these analyses. 
The differences clearly illustrate that the lower recovery is due to the preferential 
partitioning of the analyte between the substrate and the deposition solvent. In the case of 
PP 149, the rhodamine 6G remained dissolved in the methanol and was thus rapidly 
desorbed and ionized by the electrospray plume as it was scanned across the mesh. In 
contrast, the PA66 mesh material more strongly bound the analyte and less of the dye 
remained in the deposition solvent. In this instance, scanning across the mesh removed 
the deposition solvent but left a significant amount of the analyte behind. 
Additional experiments to assess the decay rate of rhodamine 6G spotted onto PP 
149 and PA66 150 were performed to expand on these observations. In this case the 
electrospray was not scanned across the 1 μL spot but instead moved rapidly to the 
position of the liquid droplet and held in place. The results for PP 149 echoed those 
previously reported for meshes of this material but of different size characteristics 
(Chapter 3) and showed a sharp initial response for PP 149 followed by rapid signal 
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decay. In contrast, the initial response from PA66 150 was much smaller and decayed 
more slowly, thereby indicating that the rhodamine 6G was gradually being desorbed 
from the mesh long after the initial deposition solvent had been incorporated into the 
electrospray plume. 
Figure 4.6:  Fluorescence micrographs of mesh materials (a) PP 149 (149 μm open 
space) and (b) PA66 150 (150 μm open space) following TM-DESI analysis 
of a 1 μL sample of rhodamine 6G (100 pg/μL). Both samples were 
analyzed wet and micrographs were taken using identical gain and exposure 
settings. 
4.4  CONCLUSIONS 
The mass spectrometry and fluorescence microscopy results in this chapter 
illustrate the significance of the material of composition and the mesh characteristics on 
TM-DESI analyses.  The transmission of the electrospray plume through the mesh 
depends highly on mesh characteristics such as open space and strand diameter. 
Substrates with open spaces less than 150 μm and accompanying minimal strand 
diameters produce less scattering of the plume and therefore favor transmission. Larger 






area of the strand increases both plume scattering and solvent and analyte spreading on 
the mesh. 
Desorption of liquid samples from various mesh substrates is highly dependent on 
the material composition of the mesh and the relative affinity of the target analytes for the 
deposition solvent relative to the substrate material. Analytes that remain partitioned into 
the deposition solvent are rapidly desorbed into the electrospray plume where they 
undergo ionization via heterogeneous charge-transfer with other electrospray solvent 
droplets or by droplet fusion, charge redistribution and subsequent fission of the new 
progeny droplets. In contrast, analytes that have a higher affinity for the mesh substrate 
are desorbed more gradually from the surface following resolvation by the electrospray 
solvent in a typical droplet pickup mechanism. Experiments utilizing rhodamine 6G and 
bradykinin, typical model compounds for DESI analyses, clearly illustrate these effects as 
mesh materials composed of polypropylene and ethylene tetrafluoroethylene with open 
spaces of ~150 μm and strand diameters of ~100 μm afforded the most efficient 
desorption, and ultimately the greatest response for both analytes.  The compilation of 
these results highlights the intricate chemistry that exists as the electrospray plume is 
transmitted through a mesh material, especially one containing a solvated sample.  
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Chapter 5:  Pairing Sample Preparation Methods and Applications in 
Transmission Mode Desorption Electrospray Ionization 
5.0 CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
Implementation of a transmission mode for desorption electrospray ionization mass 
spectrometry facilitates many potential applications.  As illustrated in this chapter, 
sample preparation is also an important part of TM-DESI analysis.  Examples of five 
different sample preparation methods; bulk material analysis; mesh immersion; sample 
deposition, substrate masking, and direct sample collection are paired with example 
applications to illustrate the flexibility of TM-DESI.  While TM-DESI may be best suited 
to high speed screening applications, results presented for high throughput calibration; 
internal standardization and, improved precision may help elevate the analytical 
performance of the technique to a semi-quantitative status. 
5.1  INTRODUCTION 
Desorption electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (DESI-MS) has been 
employed in forensic analysis,1-4 explosives detection,5-7 chemical warfare agent 
detection,2,8-10 pharmaceutical analysis,11-19 natural product characterization,1,20 polymer 
analysis,21,22 metabolomics,1,23,24,25 proteomics,1,26,27 and glycomics.28  In some of these 
applications, samples are ionized directly in their native environment without any pre-
treatment (e.g., analysis of plant leaves)20.  However, in many others the sample is 
extracted or otherwise prepared in a suitable solvent and ultimately transferred to a 
sample substrate, such as a glass slide, paper, metal, plastic, or TLC plate.  Therefore, 
straightforward and reproducible sample preparation is essential to many DESI-MS 
applications.  
Transmission mode desorption electrospray ionization (TM-DESI) is not typically 
used to analyze bulk materials (except in the case where the material happens to be mesh 
or grid-like), but rather in the analysis of samples deposited on or collected by a mesh 
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substrate.  Since the transmission mode is first and foremost an alternate means of sample 
introduction for DESI-MS analysis, it is reasonable to expect the method to have a 
similar range of applications.  Experiments discussed in this chapter were performed to 
investigate this hypothesis. 
Clearly the distinguishing feature of TM-DESI is the sample mesh and the 
influence it has on the experimental arrangement and sample introduction.  Aside from 
simplifying the geometry within the ionization region, the capability to desorb analytes 
from the surface of the mesh strands as well as from macro scale droplets held within 
their confines, facilitates analysis of both dried residues and liquid samples.  In addition 
to improving the interface between the ionization source and the mass spectrometer, 
utilization of a mesh substrate results in a variety of sample preparation options.  The 
examples discussed within the text showcase five alternate means of sample preparation: 
1) direct analysis of bulk mesh-like materials; 2) mesh immersion for rapid sampling of 
bulk solutions; 3) deposition of individual sample spots; 4) sample deposition followed 
by substrate masking to create replicate subsamples, and 5) direct sample collection from 
surfaces using adhesive coated or solvated mesh materials.  Although multiple techniques 
may be suitable for a particular class of analytes, the most appropriate preparation 
method for any particular analysis will be governed by the sample matrix and the desired 
analytical information. (i.e., qualitative vs. quantitative results) 
5.2  EXPERIMENTAL 
5.2.1  Materials 
Bradykinin, nicotine, cotinine, gamma-amino butyric acid (GABA), creatine, 
deltamethrin, verapamil, quercetin, apigenin, and myricetin, were purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich. (St. Louis, MO).  Neurotensin and Substance P were purchased from Bachem 
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(Torrence, CA). Pentaerithyritoltetranitrate (PETN) was purchased from Cerillient 
(Austin, TX) as a stock standard diluted in acetonitrile.  High purity water, methanol, 
ethanol, acetonitrile and chloroform were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Hampton, 
NH).  All materials were used without further purification. 
5.2.2  Sample Preparation Methods 
Five different methods were used for sample preparation.  For analyses of bulk 
mosquito nets, the sample was held in place by affixing it to a 26 mm by 76 mm x 3 mm 
PEEK backing plate with an 8 mm by 38 mm slot cut into it to facilitate transmission of 
the electrospray through both the sample and the backing plate.  For analyses requiring 
mesh immersion, materials were cut into 5 mm by 10 mm strips and immersed directly in 
the sample for several seconds before being affixed to a sample holder. For analyses 
requiring direct deposition of individual sample spots, a 5 µL syringe (SGE, Austin, TX) 
was used to deposit between 1μL and 3μL of solution directly onto a sample mesh.  For 
analyses requiring sample deposition and subsequent sample masking, an Eppendorf 
pipetter (Hamburg, Germany) was used to deliver 25 μL of sample solution in a band 
several mesh cells wide across the length of the surface.  The sample was allowed to dry 
and a sample mask was then placed over the mesh to create a series of subsamples. 
(Figure 5.1)  A similar technique was used for preparation of the multi-layer bulk 
material samples. Finally, for analyses requiring direct sampling of surfaces, mesh 
materials were either pressed against an adhesive film (Tritech, Southport, NC) to 
transfer a portion of the adhesive to the mesh and then pressed against the desired surface 
(e.g., a laboratory bench top) to collect the sample, or saturated with ethanol and placed 
on the surface to facilitate analyte migration from the surface to the mesh as the solvent 
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Figure 5.1:  Sample preparation using sample deposition and sample masking.  (a) A 
mesh substrate is affixed to a sample backing plate and 25 μL of sample 
solution is deposited in a band across the mesh. (b)  After drying, a sample 
mask is overlaid on the backing plate to create replicate subsamples.  
5.2.3  Mass Spectrometry 
Either a manual scroll or one-dimensional automated scanning Omni Spray ion 
source (Prosolia, Inc., Indianapolis, IN) was mounted to a Thermo Fisher Scientific LTQ 
XL (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA) and modified to allow a 0° angle 
between the electrospray tip and capillary inlet to the mass spectrometer.  Various sample 
holders discussed in detail in Chapter 2 were used to introduce the sample. In all cases 
the distance between the electrospray tip and the mesh surface was 2 mm and the distance 
between the mesh sample and the capillary inlet of the mass spectrometer was 6 mm.  A 
syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) was used to deliver pure methanol; a 
50:50 (v:v) mixture of water and methanol; a 50:50:1 (v:v:v) mixture of water, methanol, 
and formic acid; a 90:10:1 (v:v:v) mixture of acetonitrile, water, and ammonium acetate; 




or a 5:1 mixture of acetonitrile and chloroform (v:v) as the electrospray solvent.  The 
flow rate of the electrospray solvent and the nitrogen pressure varied based on the solvent 
identity.  Typically, the solvent flow varied between 5 μL/min and 10 μL/min while the 
accompanying gas pressure varied between 100 psi and 120 psi. In all cases, the 
electrospray voltage was set to 4.0 kV, the ion accumulation time set to 10 ms and signal 
averaging set for three microscans.  Mass spectra were acquired in either positive or 
negative mode, depending on the ionization affinity of the sample and acquired by 
scrolling the sample mesh perpendicularly into the electrospray plume between the spray 
tip and the capillary inlet.  When the automated sampling stage was used, the scan rate 
was set to 500 µm/sec, except for the analysis of the bulk net materials, where the scan 
rate was 250 µm/sec. 
5.3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimental results presented in the following sections illustrate both the 
potential applications of TM-DESI and the various means used to prepare TM-DESI 
samples.  Furthermore, specific experiments were conducted to highlight the benefits of 
co-deposited internal standards; the capability to conduct high throughput calibration and 
sample screening; the potential for utilizing multi-layered sampling; and the ability to 
perform reactive TM-DESI experiments to increase selectivity and sensitivity 
5.3.1  Pyrethroid Pesticides on Mosquito Nets (Bulk Sample) 
Previous studies of pyrethroids, including deltamethrin and permethrin, using LC-
ESI-MS demonstrated that the primary electrospray ionization pathway was cation 
adduction.29-31  In particular, ammonium adducts were reported to dominate the LC-MS 
spectra and only a minimal amount of protonated species was observed.29-31  A number of 
electrospray solvents (e.g., methanol, acetonitrile, water and methanol solutions) were 
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tested in the present study.  Not surprisingly, the largest and most reproducible responses 
were observed when the electrospray solvent was doped with ammonium acetate to 
facilitate cation adduction and ultimately gas-phase ionization.  This method of solvent 
doping is common in DESI and reactive DESI applications and takes advantage of the 
unique chemistry that exists when a desorbed neutral analyte is sequestered within a 
charged electrospray droplet containing other reactive species.17,32 
The TM-DESI analyses were conducted on a linear ion trap (LIT) capable of 
performing multiple stages of tandem mass spectrometry.  Thus, a consecutive reaction 
monitoring (CRM) strategy was developed to increase the reliability of deltamethrin 
identification.  Figure 5.2 depicts an extracted ion chronogram for the TM-DESI analysis 
of a polyester bednet coated with 16 mg/m2 of deltamethrin.  The CRM method entailed 
collisionally induced dissociation (CID) of the most abundant isotope of the ammonium 
adduct (m/z 523) to generate protonated deltamethrin of m/z 506.  Isolation and a second 
stage of CID generated the MS3 product ion of m/z 281, whose proposed structure is 
shown in the inset.  Analysis of both coated and impregnated nets produced reliable 
detections for deltamethrin at concentrations greater than or equal to 8 mg/ m2.  
Deltamethrin was not detected on polyester nets with lower concentrations in these initial 
experiments. 
The scanning capabilities of the ionization source made the TM-DESI analyses a 
useful tool for analyzing the distribution of the pesticide on the net material.  As with all 
TM-DESI experiments, the characteristics of the mesh have an important influence on the 
transmission of the electrospray and ultimately on the observed mass spectrum. (See 
Chapter 4)  In this case, the open space of the coated polyester bednet was on the order of 
2 mm and the strand diameter was approximately 250 µm, resulting in a unit cell 
dimension of approximately 2500 µm x 2500 µm (calculated from the mesh open space 
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plus twice the strand radius).  Moreover, the conditions used for the electrospray flow 
rate, nebulizing gas pressure, and distance from the electrospray tip to the sample resulted 
in an effective sampling diameter of approximately 1 mm.  Since the unit cell dimension 
was greater than the sampling diameter, it was possible for the sampling area to exist 
entirely within the unit cell.  Consequently, each strand of the polyester bednet could be 




























































Figure 5.2:  Extracted ion chronogram from a TM-DESI analysis of a polyester mosquito 
net coated with 16 mg/m2 of deltamethrin.  The consecutively monitored 
reaction encompassed CID of the most abundant isotope of the ammonium 
adduct (m/z 523) to the protonated species of m/z 506.  Isolation and further 
CID generated the MS3 product ion of m/z 281, whose proposed structure is 
shown in the inset.  Since the unit cell dimension of the bednet (2 mm) is 
greater than the TM-DESI sampling diameter (~1 mm), each strand of the 
mosquito net was clearly discernable in the chronogram 
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The extracted ion chronogram in Figure 5.2 clearly shows that deltamethrin was 
detected at approximately 8 second (0.13 min) intervals during the bednet scan.  At the 
specified scan rate this time interval is equivalent to 2000 µm between peak maxima.  
These results are well correlated with the measured unit cell dimensions of the net, 
especially when one considers that the sampling area is not a finite line but instead a 
circle with leading and trailing edges.  While no further work to quantify deltamethrin via 
external calibration or through the inclusion of an internal standard was performed, the 
intensities observed in Figure 5.2 suggest that the distribution of deltamethrin on the nets 
is reasonably consistent. 
While the difference between the unit cell dimension and sampling diameter 
facilitated investigation of the individual mosquito net strands, it also resulted in higher 
limits of detection since a relatively small portion of the surface area was exposed to the 
electrospray at any instant.  Therefore, additional experiments were performed to assess a 
new aspect of TM-DESI; one in which multiple samples were interrogated 
simultaneously with the intention of increasing the observed response by effectively 
increasing the density of the target analyte within the sampling diameter.  In this case, 
samples were constructed of one, two, three, four and five layers of net material offset 
such that the top layer of strands occupied the open space of the mesh layer beneath it.  
During these analyses, the electrospray sequentially traversed each layer of the surface on 
its way to the MS capillary inlet. 
As shown in Figure 5.3, the resulting extracted ion chronograms for the multi-
layered samples no longer contained completely resolved strands.  Instead, overlapping 
contributions from the various strands composing the different layers were observed  
However, comparison of the average responses from the multi-layer analyses to those of 
the single layer sample showed that the observed intensity for the two and three layer 
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samples was increased.  In contrast, deltamethrin was not detectable on the four and five 
layer samples, even though the total surface area and effective concentration of analyte 
was much larger.  These results suggest two important conclusions: 1) it is possible to 
improve the detection limit of a TM-DESI-MS analysis by utilizing a multi-layer sample 
to introduce more surface area density (i.e., adsorbed sample) within the sampling 
diameter, and 2) the increase in sensitivity is ultimately limited by the ability of the 
electrospray to be efficiently transmitted through the sample.  Therefore, as noted 
previously in the analysis of single layer materials, a balance between sample surface 

































Figure 5.3:  TM-DESI-MS analysis of a sample composed of three offset layers of 
deltamethrin coated polyester bednet (16 mg/m2).  Responses for individual 
strands that were observed in the single layer sample are no longer 
observed; however, the greater sample density results in increased response 
relative to a single layer sample 
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5.3.2  Peptides and Flavonoids (Mesh Immersion) 
Proteomics is arguably the most common application of biological mass 
spectrometry.  Bottom up proteomics in which the identity of the protein is elucidated by 
protein digestion and identification of its peptide components has grown enormously over 
the last several decades.  Furthermore, the chemical structure of amino acids and peptides 
intrinsically contains at least one basic nitrogen atom, thereby facilitating protonation and 
analysis via electrospray ionization in the positive ion mode.  As a class of natural 
products, flavonoids are abundant in most plants.  Structurally, these molecules are 
substituted ring systems with many of the substitutions being hydroxyl groups.  While not 
as acidic as carboxylic acids, these hydroxyl groups are deprotonated during electrospray 
ionization, thereby facilitating flavonoid analysis in the negative ion mode. 
Mass spectra for mock mixtures of peptides and flavonoids obtained via TM-
DESI-MS are depicted in Figure 5.4a and 5.4b. These spectra were acquired using the 
most straightforward sample preparation technique, mesh immersion.  In this approach, 
the mesh is simply immersed in the sample solution for a few seconds, removed from the 
solution, affixed to the sample holder, and scrolled into the electrospray plume. While 
some chemical partitioning may take place, the primary sample transfer occurs by the 
suspension of the solution within the strands of the mesh.  Therefore, the methodology 
relies heavily on the relationship between the open space of the mesh material and the 
surface tension of the sample solvent, making it primarily useful for analyses of samples 
in low surface tension solvents. 
The principal benefit of the mesh immersion approach is speed.  Sample 
throughput was very high and sample analysis, including preparation time, was routinely 
less than 20 seconds. Aside from the examples shown for peptides and flavonoids, this 
high speed qualitative screening technique could find additional applications where 
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sample volumes are not the limiting factor and quantitative analysis of the solution is not 




Figure 5.4:  TM-DESI mass spectra for mixtures of (a) bradykinin, neurotension, and 
substance P (1 µM in methanol) and (b) apigenin, quercetin, and myricetin 
(100 μg/mL in methanol). Analysis was performed by immersing the mesh 
in the solution, affixing the mesh to the source, and scrolling the wet mesh 
into the electrospray plume. 
5.3.3  Small Molecules and Metabolites (Sample Deposition) 
Another potential application of TM-DESI is the analysis of small molecules that are 
either endogenous to the human body or otherwise introduced via deliberate or accidental 
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exposure.  Among these analytes, many are specific metabolites that are monitored as 
indicators of health, disease, and drug abuse.  Figure 5.5 depicts the mass spectrum 
obtained via TM-DESI-MS for a mock mixture that included a common neurotransmitter 
(GABA, 50 pg/μL), a common endogenous organic acid (creatine, 15 pg/μL), and a 
common exogenous stimulant (nicotine, 3 pg/μL) along with its primary urinary 
metabolite (cotinine, 2 pg/μL).  In this case, the sample was prepared by direct deposition 
of 1μL of the methanolic mock mixture solution directly to a polypropylene sample mesh 
(open space of 149 μm, and strand diameter of 106 μm) and analyzed wet using a pure 
methanol electrospray. 









































Figure 5.5:  TM-DESI-MS spectrum of a mock mixture that included small molecule 
analytes typically found in biological matrices. 
As expected, the most abundant ions were the protonated analyte species and the most 
basic analytes (i.e., nicotine, cotinine, and creatine) showed the largest response per unit 
mass.  While GABA was successfully detected, the protonation of its primary amine was 
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obviously less facile than the protonation of the tertiary amines present in the other three 
analytes.  Since the ionization mechanisms in DESI are inherent to electrospray 
ionization (ESI), this example demonstrates the competitive ionization often found in 
DESI and TM-DESI analyses.  This concern is addressed in more detail in Chapter 6. 
The investigation of biological metabolites present in the blood, urine and saliva is a 
common theme in metabolomics, a rapidly growing area for biological mass 
spectrometry.  Therefore, the cotinine application was extended to a physiological matrix, 
urine.  Fresh urine samples were collected and spiked with cotinine at a concentration of 
100 pg/μL.  Samples were spotted (1 μL) either directly onto a PEEK mesh and dried 
before analysis or diluted 1:100 with methanol and analyzed wet. Similar dilutions or 
sample extractions have been utilized in some 33 but not all 25,34 DESI studies involving 
urine. In the present study, direct analysis of the liquid urine samples without this dilution 
showed significant ion suppression by the urine matrix, presumably due to the remaining 
solvated salts.  In accordance with published reports highlighting the high salt tolerance 
of conventional DESI experiments, TM-DESI of dried urine samples showed less ion 
suppression.35 
Figure 5.6a depicts a representative mass spectra obtained in the analysis. The ion 
of m/z 177 corresponds to protonated cotinine, whereas the ion of m/z 199 corresponds to 
sodium-cationized cotinine. A MS-MS spectrum of the ion of m/z 177 was collected to 
confirm the presence of cotinine (Figure 5.6b). The major product ion (m/z 146) 
corresponds to the loss of CH3NH2. The ions of m/z 98 and 80 stem from cleavage of the 
bond between the pyridine and pyrrolidine rings. The resulting product ion spectrum 
matches previously reported results for analysis of cotinine by LC-MS36,37 and illustrates 
that tandem mass spectrometry is also possible in TM-DESI analysis of wet samples, 
despite the relatively short-lived ion signal. Furthermore, the diluted concentration of 1 
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pg/μL in this analysis is above the detection limit of 0.156 pg/μL reported by LC-ESI-
MS, but in the vicinity of the limit of quantitation (2.5 pg/μL) reported in the same study. 
36 While TM-DESI did not produce a lower detection limit than LC-MS, the analysis was 











Figure 5.6:  TM-DESI spectrum of (a) urine containing cotinine, the primary urinary 
metabolite of nicotine, and (b) MS-MS spectrum of the ion of m/z 177 used 
to confirm the presence of the protonated cotinine species.  
The possibility of using a co-deposited internal standard for TM-DESI analysis of 
liquid samples was also explored.  In this study nicotine (10 pg/μL) was added as an 
internal standard to cotinine standards (50 to 500 pg/μL) in methanol and analyzed 
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measurements were taken at four concentrations of cotinine and the resulting calibration 
curve is shown in Figure 5.7. The %RSD for the individual points was reduced from an 
average of 16% without the internal standard to an average of 6.7% with it.  Moreover, 
results reported by Ifa et al. describe similar success and suggest that further 
improvements may also come from using a deuterated internal standard.38  Additionally, 
monitoring of selected transitions in MS-MS analyses or competitive reactions using 









Figure 5.7:  Calibration curve for cotinine with and without the use of nicotine as an 
internal standard.  Error bars indicate one standard deviation of 5 replicate 
measurements of cotinine without adjustment to the internal standard. 
5.3.4  Pharmaceuticals (Substrate Masking) 
Rapid analysis of pharmaceuticals has been one of the most promising 
applications of DESI.11-19 While the majority of these reports have focused on the direct 
analysis of formulated products, there is also a need to detect these types of molecules 
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either between stages of the production process or after they have been administered.39  
Most pharmaceutical analyses are especially demanding, requiring highly accurate and 
precise results to meet regulatory guidelines.39,40  While it is desirable to obtain this 
accuracy and precision in a high throughput format, the trade off between the various 
performance criteria makes this goal difficult to achieve.  Thus, the vast majority of 
pharmaceutical analyses utilize chromatographic separations to improve accuracy and 
precision, and in doing so, compromise analytical speed.40  While this approach is clearly 
necessary to meet the demands of product validation, a high speed semi-quantitative 
screening approach that offers a balance between the competing metrics remains 
desirable.  
A representative mass spectrum for verapamil (100 pg/uL) acquired by TM-
DESI-MS is depicted in Figure 5.8.  In this instance, 25 μL of a methanolic sample was 
deposited on a polypropylene mesh as a band several millimeters wide and allowed to 
dry. (See Figure 5.1).  Prior to sample analysis a mask was overlaid on the mesh to create 
a series of equivalent subsamples. The mass spectrum in Figure 5.8 depicts the average 
response as the electrospray source was scanned over one of the transmissive spots.  
The sample masking approach was primarily investigated as a means of 
increasing the precision of TM-DESI-MS analyses.  Figure 5.9 shows a representative 
extracted ion chronogram when a selected ion monitoring experiment for verapamil was 
performed using this sample preparation method.  Seven replicates experiments of this 
type were performed and the average percent relative standard deviation over the trials 
was 6.8%, a very reasonable result considering the total analysis time for each trial was 
approximately 40 seconds. 
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Figure 5.9:  Extracted ion chronogram for verapamil analysis using sample masking. 
In addition to providing a means for increasing precision the sample masking 
plates shown in Figure 5.1 can also be used as standardized guides for low volume (1-
Area
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3μL) sample deposition. As an example, a clean mesh was affixed to the sample backing 
plate and overlaid with a mask composed of 5 mm circles, thereby creating a sample 
introduction device reminiscent of a typical 96 well plate.  Verapamil standards ranging 
from 25pg/μL to 2500 pg/μL in methanol were deposited as 2μL spots within the wells 
and allowed to dry.  The extracted ion chronogram and calibration curve are shown in 
Figure 5.10.  Of particular note are the correlation coefficient for the corresponding least 
squares fit (R2= 0.994) and the total analysis time (~ 30 sec.).  These results suggest that 













Figure 5.10:  Calibration curve for the high speed TM-DESI calibration for verapamil. 
5.3.5  Explosives (Direct Sample Collection) 
The increase in terrorism over the last decade has been accompanied by a 
dramatic increase in the amount of research dedicated to the detection of energetic 











































































materials.41  In particular, the ease of explosives manufacture and the susceptibility of 
various infrastructure systems have made rapid screening and stand-off detection 
capabilities highly desirable.41,42  To complicate the matter, many explosive materials 
have extremely low vapor pressures, thereby making their detection via gas-phase 
sampling techniques extremely difficult.41,42  Furthermore, volatilization from the 
condensed phases is complicated by an inherent susceptibility to pyrolytic degradation.42  
While inorganic oxidizers such as nitrate, chlorate, and perchlorate salts and highly 
sensitive peroxides such as triacetone triperoxide (TATP), are commonly utilized in 
improvised explosive devices (IEDs)41, a vast majority of military explosives are from 
three major chemical classes: 1) nitroaromatics; 2) nitramines, and 3) nitrate esters.41,42  
All of these compounds contain oxygen rich nitro- groups that impact not only their 
explosive activity, but also their detection. 
Electrospray ionization is well suited to the analysis of common military 
explosives, with the most common ions being ion-molecule complexes of halogens or 
nitrate ions with the explosives;42 these analytes are therefore typically detected in the 
negative ionization mode.  Figure 5.11 depicts a mass spectrum obtained for 
pentaerythritoltetranitrate (PETN) a common nitrate ester via TM-DESI-MS.  In this case 
the mesh was used not only as a sample introduction method, but also as a sampling 
device for extracting the sample from a surface.  The adhesive coated mesh was prepared 
by exposing a polypropylene mesh to an adhesive coated material to remove a portion of 
the adhesive. The mesh material was then used to collect sample from a bench top that 
had been previously spiked with 10 μL of a 100 pg/μL solution of PETN in acetonitrile.  
The mass spectrum clearly shows the formation of chloride and nitrate adducts to the 
PETN.  The chloride adducts were induced by the choice of the electrospray solvent, in 
this case a 5:1 mixture (v:v) of acetonitrile to chloroform.  The nitrate adduct was created 
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by reaction of an intact PETN molecule with thermal decomposition product of another 
PETN molecule.42  In this case thermal degradation was induced by the heat applied to 
the capillary inlet of the mass spectrometer (~ 200 °C).  This particular example 
illustrates both the use of a reactive electrospray for TM-DESI and the use of mesh 









Figure 5.11:  TM-DESI-MS spectrum of PETN obtained via the analysis of an adhesive 
coated sampling mesh that was used as a sample collection device.  Chloride 
adducts were induced by incorporating chloroform into the reactive 
electrospray.  The nitrate adduct was introduced by holding the temperature 
of the capillary inlet to the mass spectrometer at ~ 200 °C. 
5.4  CONCLUSIONS 
The successful analysis of small molecule metabolites, pharmaceuticals, 
flavonoids, peptides and explosives presented herein confirm the hypothesis that TM-
DESI has a similar range of applications as DESI.  Furthermore, the results discussed in 
this chapter also demonstrate that a variety of sample introduction methods are applicable 
to TM-DESI and that the technique can benefit from the use of internal standards and 












































reactive electrospray constituents.  Ultimately, TM-DESI may be best suited to high 
speed screening applications.  Thus, the results presented for high throughput calibration 
and improved precision following sample masking may help elevate the analytical 
performance of the technique to a semi-quantitative status. 
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Chapter 6:  Development of Surface Enhanced Transmission Mode 
Desorption Electrospray Ionization  (TM-DESI)  
6.0  CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
This chapter discusses the development of surface-enhanced TM-DESI and 
illustrates its application toward a particular class of molecules, sulfhydryls.  While these 
molecules are important to many fields, they are inherently more difficult to ionize than 
more basic or acidic molecules such as amines and carboxylic acids, thereby making 
them a suitable model set to demonstrate the benefits of a selective capture and 
enrichment technique.  Mesh materials for surface-enhanced TM-DESI have been 
fabricated using an acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of polyamide mesh (nylon 6,6).  Following 
the coupling of a neutravidin binding layer, a capture agent containing a photolabile 
biotinylated linker is attached.  Mesh materials are then immersed in samples to capture 
sulfhydryls.  Following analyte capture and rinsing, the mesh is exposed to UV light and 
cleavage of the photolabile unit releases the mass tagged analyte to the matrix-free mesh. 
Samples are then analyzed immediately by TM-DESI-MS without any additional sample 
preparation. In addition to providing a method of releasing the covalently bound target 
analyte, cleavage of the photolabile linker also provides a means of tagging the analyte 
with an easily ionizable tag that facilitates electrospray ionization and subsequent tandem 
mass spectrometry experiments. 
 6.1  INTRODUCTION 
A new era of high-throughput mass spectrometry emerged with the nearly 
simultaneous introduction of two ambient ionization techniques: desorption electrospray 
ionization (DESI)1 and direct analysis in real time (DART).2 Recognition of the 
enormous potential of these ionization methods has resulted in a growing number of 
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related techniques, including ones that integrate laser desorption, the use of plasmas, and 
extraction methods.3-5   Although many variations of ambient ionization techniques have 
been developed since the initial report of DESI in 2004, the original DESI method 
continues to find the most extensive use, with an expanding list of applications that range 
from small molecule analysis to proteomics to imaging.4,5 
In the DESI process, ions are produced by directing charged solvent droplets from 
an electrospray source toward a sample that is either a bulk material or one that has been 
deposited onto a sampling surface. As discussed in previous chapters, transmission mode 
desorption electrospray ionization (TM-DESI), is a new mode of operation for DESI in 
which the sample is adsorbed onto the strands of a mesh or otherwise suspended as macro 
scale droplets within its confines.  Samples are analyzed by scrolling the mesh 
orthogonally into the path of an electrospray plume positioned coaxial to the inlet 
capillary of the mass spectrometer, thereby resulting in the transmission of the ionizing 
plume directly through the material. The transmission mode results in desorption and 
ionization typical of DESI, but with the added benefits of a simpler experimental 
geometry and the convenient analysis of both dry (i.e., following evaporation of the 
deposition solvent) and wet (i.e., solvated) samples from smooth substrates. 
The most compelling motivations for ambient ionization mass spectrometry are 
the ability to analyze surfaces directly, the speed of the analysis and the elimination of 
difficult or time consuming sample preparation steps. Most ambient ionization methods 
require only seconds per sample, which is a substantial improvement in throughput 
compared to the multiple minutes required to separate and analyze components in GC-
MS and LC-MS analyses. Moreover, most of the cumbersome sample preparation steps 
such as derivatization reactions and extensive sample cleanup protocols are alleviated. 
Although one of the major benefits touted for ambient ionization mass spectrometric 
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methods is the direct analysis of complex samples, the elimination of chromatographic 
separation generally results in reduced specificity and ion suppression for low 
concentration species.  A recent variation of DESI, termed reactive DESI invokes the 
addition of specific reagents to the electrospray solvent to facilitate ion/molecule 
reactions with analytes of interest, thereby resulting in improved performance metrics for 
some classes of targeted molecules.6-9  While reactive DESI-MS has shown promise in 
particular situations, it is not universally applicable and thus it is generally recognized 
that one set of performance metrics (i.e., specificity and/or sensitivity) has been 
compromised for another (i.e., analytical speed) in desorption-based ambient ionization 
mass spectrometry. 
Selective capture of target molecules from solution for subsequent analysis via 
mass spectrometry continues to be a burgeoning field.10-12  While it has been explored 
most prominently in the field of proteomics,13-20 techniques such as surface-enhanced 
laser desorption ionization (SELDI) 10-23, and its related component surface-enhanced 
affinity capture (SEAC)15 are in theory  applicable to virtually any application.12  In the 
SELDI process a surface is modified with an affinity probe designed to capture either a 
specific molecule via antibody-antigen interactions, 24-30 or a broader class of molecules 
such as bacteria or microorganisms31-32  After capture, samples are rinsed to remove 
interferences, thereby providing not only a concentrated sample but also increased 
specificity.10-12  Analysis is completed by subjecting the sample to laser desorption 
ionization (LDI) either directly, or following the addition of a suitable matrix (i.e., 
MALDI).10-12,33,34 
Surfaces for SELDI-MS have taken a variety of forms including polyvinylidene 
difluoride (PVDF),34-38 alkane thiol self assembled monolayers,25,26,39-41 dextran,25 
polyethylene36 and polyester.38 However, one particularly effective SELDI surface 
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utilizes immobilized metals to selectively bind various important classes of compounds 
such as phosphorylated peptides.10-12,44,45  This technique, immobilized metal affinity 
chromatography (IMAC) has been commercialized and the use of IMAC SELDI biochips 
has been reported in numerous studies, especially those targeting post translational 
modifications and disease biomarkers. 10,11,45-49 
Aside from SELDI-MS, several other analytical techniques employ affinity 
capture to provide increased specificity and improved sensitivity.  In particular, enzyme 
linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) and other protein microarrays are highly utilized 
in biomedical applications as they provide an efficient mode to quantify the presence of 
target molecules in complex samples.50-51  In the case of ELISA, the preferred detection 
method is fluorescence, primarily due to its inherent sensitivity and simplicity.  Another 
common affinity capture application is surface plasmon resonance (SPR), in which the 
binding of a particular analyte to a substrate is detected by the change in the refractive 
index of the surface. 52-58  Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of SPR is its capability to 
study the binding kinetics of the system, while simultaneously concentrating the analyte.  
Once the assay is complete, the target molecules can be removed from the substrate and 
subsequently analyzed via mass spectrometry to give a qualitative identification. The 
coupling of SPR and MS, deemed biomolecular ineraction mass spectrometry (BIA-MS) 
has become an integral part of proteomics studies.59-62 
The experiments discussed in Chapter 4 demonstrated that the chemical 
characteristics of the mesh strands can influence the ability to desorb species from the 
surface during TM-DESI analysis. The present chapter expands on those observations by 
demonstrating that the specificity of TM-DESI analyses can be dramatically increased by 
fabrication and utilization of mesh materials that have been designed to capture selected 
analyte molecules from solution (Figure 6.1). Subsequent interaction of the mesh with 
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UV light results in cleavage of a photolabile unit linking the mesh to the captured analyte. 
The mesh materials are then analyzed immediately by TM-DESI-MS without any 
additional sample preparation. In addition to providing a method of releasing the 
covalently bound target analyte, cleavage of the photolabile linker also provides a means 
of tagging the analyte with an easily ionizable mass tag that facilitates electrospray 
ionization and subsequent tandem mass spectrometry experiments. This surface-enhanced 
TM-DESI-MS strategy is a tunable approach and can be extended to the selective 
capture, release, and analysis of targeted molecules from complex mixtures, thus uniting 
the analytical merits of specificity and speed for many classes of analytes.  
This chapter discusses the development of surface-enhanced TM-DESI and 
illustrates its application toward a particular class of molecules, sulfhydryls.  These 
molecules are important to many fields including metabolomics, pharmaceuticals, 
environmental science, and proteomics.  However, they are inherently more difficult to 
ionize than more basic or acidic molecules such as amines and carboxylic acids, thereby 














































Figure 6.1:   Schematic view of surface-enhanced transmission mode desorption 
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry employing VICATSH as a 
sulfhydryl capture reagent attached to a neutravidin-coated mesh.  
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6.2  EXPERIMENTAL 
6.2.1  Materials  
Hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide, sodium chloride, potassium chloride, 
methanol, acetonitrile, and water (HPLC grade) were purchased from Fisher Scientific 
(Hampton, NH). N-acetyl-L-cysteine, captopril, creatinine, cysteamine, 
fluorescein(sodium salt), 6-mercaptopurine, MES hydrate, methyl violet 10B (crystal 
violet), penicillamine, CMC 4-[2-[(Cyclohexylcarbonimidoyl)amino]ethyl]-4-
methylmorpholinium p-toluenefulfonate, and phosphate buffered saline were purchased 
from Sigma Aldrich (St.Louis, MO). Neutravidin (a deglycosylated form of avidin) and 
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) derivatized neutravidin were purchased from Pierce 
Biotechnology (Rockford, IL). Biotin-4-fluorescein was purchased from Anaspec (San 
Jose, CA) and Synthrapol dying detergent from Dharma Trading Company (San Rafael, 
CA).  Polyamide mesh sheets (nylon-6,6) with a strand diameter of 125 μm 
encompassing an open space of 190 μm were purchased from Small Parts Inc. (Miramar, 
Fl.)  VICATSH, a biotinylated molecule incorporating an iodoacetaminyl group for the 
selective capture of sulfhydryls and a photolabile o-nitrobenzyl linkage between the 
biotin and the capture agent was synthesized in the laboratory of Dr. Michael Gelb at the 
University of Washington using previously reported procedures.63,64 
6.2.2  Fabrication of Enhanced Mesh Materials    
Mesh materials were marked, cut into 1 cm squares and cleaned thoroughly with 
methanol to remove any residual ink.  The mesh pieces were then sonicated in an aqueous 
solution of Synthrapol (1%) to remove any remaining surface contaminants.  Following a 
thorough rinse with DI H2O, the cleaning procedure was completed by sonicating the 
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materials in an acetonitrile and water solution (50:50 v:v) for five minutes.  Batches of 
cleaned materials were stored in HPLC grade H2O for future use.  
Acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of polyamide (nylon-6,6) materials to expose carboxyl 
groups was performed using a 3 M solution of HCl for approximately 24 hours at 
temperatures between 25 °C and 40 °C.  Following hydrolysis, mesh materials were 
rinsed with HPLC grade H2O to remove any residual acid, blown dry with air, and stored 
dry in a sealed glass or PTFE containers. 
Derivatization of the hydrolyzed mesh materials with neutravidin was performed 
using a two step procedure for carbodiimide mediated coupling of surface carboxyl 
groups to the primary amines of the protein.  In the first step, the free carboxyl groups of 
the hydrolyzed mesh were reacted with a room temperature solution of CMC (108 mM) 
in MES coupling buffer (pH = 5) for 15 min.  After rinsing the mesh materials in 
phosphate buffered saline (pH=7.4), neutravidin (either in its FITC derivatized or native 
form) was coupled to the mesh materials by immersion of the meshes (20 per 5 mL 
batch) for at least 2 hours in a 0.2 mg/mL (3.3 μM) solution of the protein in PBS 
(pH=7.4).  Following protein derivatization, the mesh materials were rinsed free of 
excess protein with additional PBS and immersed in a 100 μg/mL solution of VICATSH 
for at least 2 hours in the dark.  At this stage, the meshes present neutravidin surfaces 
suitable for capturing biotinylated molecules, such as the VICATSH reagent shown in 
Figure 6.1.  The biotin group of VICATSH  binds to neutravidin, thus anchoring VICATSH 
to the mesh, while the iodoacetaminyl capture agent of VICATSH remains available to 
react specifically with analytes containing free sulfhydryl groups. 
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6.2.3  Mass Spectrometry  
A one-dimensional automated scanning Omni Spray ion source (Prosolia, Inc., 
Indianapolis, IN) was mounted to a Thermo Fisher Scientific LTQ XL (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA) and modified to allow a 0° angle between the electrospray 
tip and capillary inlet to the mass spectrometer.  The sample holder used in previous 
chapters was modified to accommodate mesh materials designed for surface-enhanced 
TM-DESI analysis.  In this case, a transmissive sample stage with a 2 cm square cutout 
was constructed of 2.3 mm thick high density polyethylene (HDPE) and mounted 
orthogonally to the Omni Spray ion source.  Mesh samples were affixed to 3.5 cm x 6.5 
cm slides constructed of 0.77 mm thick oriented polyester with 8 mm square cutouts to 
accommodate transmission through the mesh sample, slide and transmissive sample 
stage. All analyses were conducted at a distance of 2 mm between the electrospray tip 
and the mesh surface and a distance of 6 mm between the mesh sample and the capillary 
inlet of the mass spectrometer.  Methanol at a flow rate of 10 μL/min was used as the 
electrospray solvent and nitrogen at a pressure of 110 psi was used as the nebulizing gas. 
The electrospray voltage was set to 4.0 kV, the ion accumulation time set to 10 ms and 
signal averaging set for three microscans. Mass spectra were acquired in the positive ion 
mode by scanning the sample at a rate of 500 μm/sec. 
6.2.4  Fluorescence Microscopy and Fluorimetry 
Analysis of the distribution of fluorescently labeled neutravidin on derivatized 
mesh materials was performed using the 2.5X objective of an Olympus BX2 
epifluorescent microscope equipped with a 12 bit CCD camera (DVC Co., Austin, TX) 
and high pressure mercury bulb excitation source.  Excitation of the fluorescein 
isothiocyanate tag occurred at 480 nm and emission was monitored at 535 nm.  
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Photomicrographs were captured via DVC software with adjustable gain, offset, and 
exposure time. 
The reproducibility of key mesh derivatization processes (i.e., polyamide 
hydrolysis, neutravidin coupling, and biotin binding) was assessed through a series of 
fluorimetric assays that utilized the chemical functionalities present in common dyes such 
as fluorescein and fluorescein isothiocyanate to provide fluorescent markers for each 
derivatization reaction.  Thus, each batch of materials underwent a quality control 
assessment following each key derivatization step.  All assays were performed on a 
Perkin Elmer Victor 3 fluorimeter equipped to read samples presented in 24 well plates.  
Aqueous samples (1 mL) were deposited in the plate wells and the analysis time was 
optimized to provide maximum fluorescence intensity for positive control samples while 
maintaining minimal signal intensity from control blanks. For experiments involving 
fluorescein or fluorescein isothiocyanate excitation and emission were modulated using 
filters of 485 nm and 535 nm, respectively.  Additional experimental details of each assay 
are presented alongside the results discussed in the text. 
6.2.5  Execution of Surface Enhanced TM-DESI Analysis 
With respect to the analytical strategy for utilizing the derivatized mesh materials 
described in Section 6.2.2, Figure 6.2 summarizes the steps involved in manufacturing 
the mesh materials and provides a schematic overview of the workflow in surface-
enhanced TM-DESI-MS. First, the pH of the sample is adjusted to the appropriate range 
for the capture agent (e.g., ~9.5 for VICATSH capture of sulfhydryls), and the mesh is 
submerged in the sample solution to capture sulfhydryl-containing analytes.  In the case 
of sulfhydryls, analyte capture by the iodoacetaminyl unit of the VICATSH reagent was 
complete in approximately 5 minutes.  Next, the mesh is removed from the sample 
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solution, rinsed thoroughly with water or methanol to remove matrix interferences (e.g., 
salts) and non-sulfhydryl-containing compounds and placed under a UV lamp for 10 
minutes to induce photocleavage of the o-nitrobenzyl linkage. The meshes are then 
placed in line with the electrospray and analyzed directly by TM-DESI-MS using 
methanol as the electrospray solvent.  As an example, the photocleavage of a sulfhydryl 
analyte captured by VICATSH is shown in Figure 6.3.  It should be noted that the current 
study was not aimed at optimizing the quantitative aspects of the analysis, but instead 
was focused primarily on developing the technique for capture, release, and analysis of 
sulfhydryl-containing compounds for screening applications.  Once the technique is fully 












Figure 6.2:  Work flow summary for surface-enhanced mesh preparation and TM-DESI 
analysis of sulfhydryl analytes.  Required manufacturing steps are shown in 
green, while required sample analysis steps are shown in yellow.  Quality 
control steps during the mesh manufacturing process are shown in gray. 
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Figure 6.3:  Schematic overview of the photocleavage reaction for a sulfhydryl-
containing analyte captured by VICATSH.  The biotinylated linker molecule 
remains attached to the mesh surface the mass tagged analyte is released. 
6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Experiments discussed in Chapter 3 demonstrated that the sampling area for TM-
DESI is essentially circular and that the diameter of the sampling spot is on the order of 1 
mm when the electrospray tip is held 2 mm from the mesh surface and the flow rate of 
the electrospray solvent is 5 μL/min.  When TM-DESI is used to analyze deposited 
samples, the mesh material acts as a support for analytes adsorbed to the mesh strands or 
suspended as macro-scale droplets within the unit cells of the mesh.  In either case, the 
analytes are desorbed by the incoming electrospray as the sampling spot is scanned 
across the mesh.  Thus, the analysis is primarily impacted by two factors: 1) the ability of 
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the mesh to transmit the electrospray, and 2) the partitioning of free analytes between the 
deposition solvent or electrospray solvent and the mesh material.  Consequently, 
sensitivity in TM-DESI analysis of deposited samples is maximized by using a 
chemically inert mesh with high transmission efficiency. 
Chapter 5 highlighted four different approaches for sample preparation in TM-
DESI, one of which relied on utilizing the sample mesh as a surface sampling device.  A 
similar approach is used in surface-enhanced TM-DESI.  In this case, the mesh substrate 
selectively extracts analytes from a sample solution and concentrates them on the surface 
of the mesh.  Therefore, the sensitivity of the approach depends directly on the surface 
density of the capture agent, which in turn is impacted by the number of active 
derivatization sites on the mesh and ultimately correlated with the total surface area of the 
sampling material.  In contrast to the results presented in Chapter four and five, inert 
mesh materials such as polypropylene and ETFE that are optimal for TM-DESI analysis 
following sample deposition are not effective for surface-enhanced analyses.  Instead, the 
mesh material must be reactive itself or modified to include exposed reactive groups to 
allow attachment of the reactive capture agents. Non-conducting and readily activated 
polymers, such as polyamides, are well suited for manufacturing surfaced enhanced TM-
DESI substrates. 
There are several important considerations for optimizing a surface-enhanced 
approach: 1) the exposed surface area of the mesh  material must be balanced with the 
ability to transmit the electrospray; 2) the number of active derivatization sites per unit 
area should be maximized without sacrificing material integrity during the derivatization 
process; 3) the surface density of the capture agent should be maximized by providing an 
efficient linkage between the capture agent and the mesh derivatization sites, and; 4) the 
accessibility of the exposed surface area to the UV light during the photocleaveage and to 
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the electrospray during the analysis should be maximized to facilitate efficient detection 
of a high proportion of the captured analytes.  This investigation therefore sought to 
determine the surface area of potential mesh materials, the accessibility of the surface 
area, and the reproducibility of the mesh hydrolysis and derivatization reactions.  
Ultimately, these results are expected to be necessary for optimizing the derivatization 
and manufacturing process.  
6.3.1  Calculation of Mesh Surface Area 
The surface area of a woven mesh material can be derived from the diameter of 
the strands composing the mesh, d, and the open space between the mesh strands, o.  As 
illustrated in Figure 6.4, these parameters enable the assignment of a unit cell and the 
calculation of the number of unit cells in a mesh of known size (i.e., X by Y).  The unit 
cell has two lengths, Ux and Uy, which can be calculated by taking the open space of the 
mesh and adding the radius of the strand on both sides of the open space. (see Figure 6.4).   








Figure 6.4:  Calculation of mesh surface area via definition of unit cells. 
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If the length in each dimension is known, then the number of unit cells in each 
dimension, Nx and Ny, can be determined by taking the total length and dividing it by the 
appropriate unit cell length. (Eq. 6.2) Since each unit cell is composed of two strands in 
each direction, the number of strands, Sx and Sy, is therefore given by the number of unit 
cells in that dimension plus one. (Eq. 6.3)  Furthermore, if the mesh material under 
consideration is square, then the strands composing the vertical and horizontal portions of 
the mesh are equivalent (i.e., the same length) and the total number of strands in the 
mesh, ST, is equal to the sum of the strands in each dimension. (Eq. 6.4)  
  Eq. 6.2:  Nx = X  ⁄ Ux  and Ny = Y ⁄ Uy 
  Eq. 6.3:  Sx = Nx +1  and  Sy = Ny +1 
  Eq. 6.4:  ST = Sx + Sy   
If the mesh strands are assumed to be circular, then the circumference of the 
stands can be derived directly from the diameter.  Since, the length of the strands is given 
by X or Y, the surface area of a representative strand, SAn, can be calculated by 
multiplying the circumference of the strand by the length. (Eq. 6.5)  Thus, multiplying the 
surface area of one strand, SAn, by the total number of strands, ST, provides the total 
surface area of all the strands composing the mesh, SAT. (Eq. 6.6)  
  Eq. 6.5:  SAn = πd x Y 
  Eq. 6.6:  SAT = SAn  x ST 
Calculation of the total surface area, SAT, results in an overestimation of the 
effective surface area because it includes the entire surface without considering the three 
dimensional structure of the woven mesh and the loss of exposed surface area at points 
where the mesh strands overlap.  Since the number of overlap points is equal to the 
number of strands used to compose the mesh, the amount of surface area that is lost to 
strand overlap, SAOV, can be readily approximated by determining an intersection area, 
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Ai, from the strand diameter (Eq. 6.7) and multiplying it by the total number of strands 
used to form the mesh, ST. (Eq. 6.8). Ultimately, the exposed surface area, SAEXP, is 
equal to the total surface area, SAT, less the surface area lost to strand overlap, SAOV. 
(Eq. 6.9) 
 Eq. 6.7:  Ai ≈ d x d 
 Eq. 6.8:  SAOV  = 2 x ST x Ai (exposed area is lost from both strands) 
 Eq. 6.9:  SAEXP = SAT - SAOV 
 The exposed surface areas of the 1 cm x 1 cm polyamide mesh materials 
considered for the development of surface-enhanced TM-DESI are given in Table 6.1.   
As discussed in Chapter 4, substrates with open spaces less than 150 µm and 
accompanying minimal strand diameters produce less scattering of the electrospray 
plume and therefore favor transmission. Larger strand diameters typically encompass 
larger open spaces, but the increase in the surface area of the strand increases both plume 
scattering and solvent and analyte spreading on the mesh.  Thus, the mesh composed of 
125 µm diameter strands and an open space of 190 µm (shown in bold) was used 
throughout the surface-enhanced development because it provided the best balance 
between exposed surface area and the mesh characteristics shown in Chapter 4 to provide 
optimal electrospray transmission.   
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50 130 175.9 0.6 175.3 
83 165 213.8 1.1 212.7 
125 190 251.3 2.0 249.3 
155 210 272.7 2.7 270.0 
151 310 208.7 2.0 206.7 
240 350 256.3 3.9 252.4 
6.3.2  Accessibility of Mesh Surface Area 
The adaptation of DESI to a transmission mode effectively replaces relatively 
planar surfaces such as glass, PMMA, or PTFE slides with transmissive mesh materials.  
As shown in Table 6.1, square mesh materials (1cm x 1cm) may have exposed surface 
areas on the order of 250 mm2.  For comparison, one side of a glass slide of the same size 
would have an accessible surface area of approximately 100 mm2, which is 60 percent 
less than the calculated mesh surface area. (Note: both of these calculations assume that 
the surface is uniform, therefore neglecting any surface porosity.)  While this result may 
seem counterintuitive, it follows from the perception of each object; that is, in the 
preceding calculation the mesh was treated as a three dimensional object with a 
completely accessible surface while the glass or PMMA slide was treated as a two 
dimensional object with only one plane exposed to the electrospray.  It is certainly 
reasonable to assume that only one side of the glass slide is accessible to the electrospray 
in the conventional DESI mode in which the spray bounces off the solid surface.  In 
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contrast, preliminary studies conducted using the TM-DESI mode indicated that 
deposition of samples on either side of the mesh produced similar results, suggesting that 
analytes could be desorbed from the front or back side.  Additional experiments were 
conducted here to determine whether the exposed surface area of the mesh was accessible 
and whether the electrospray could interact with and ionize analytes from both the front 
(i.e., facing the electrospray tip) and back (i.e., facing the mass spectrometer) of the 
mesh. 
In one set of experiments, the entire surface of polyamide mesh materials was 
coated with methyl violet B (crystal violet), a highly basic dye well suited to electrospray 
and desorption electrospray ionization.  TM-DESI analysis of these mesh materials 
produced large responses for the protonated dye species and an examination of the mesh 
post analysis showed a distinctly clear trace where the dark violet dye had been removed 
by the electrospray as it was scanned across the surface.  Most importantly, the clear trace 
was observed on both sides of the material indicating that the dye was indeed removed 
from both the front and back of the mesh.  Additional studies were conducted in which 
one side of the mesh was masked prior to coating with the crystal violet stain, thereby 
creating mesh materials that were stained on only one side.  When these materials were 
analyzed by TM-DESI, the observed mass spectral intensity was essentially equal 
regardless of the orientation of the mesh (i.e. stained side facing the electrospray or 
stained side facing the mass spectrometer).  These results confirm that the electrospray 
does interact with both sides of the mesh and indicate that a majority of the exposed 
surface area is accessible during the analysis. 
Further detailed studies are necessary to confirm the mechanism by which the 
electrospray interacts with each portion of the exposed surface.  However, it is plausible 
that some of the electrospray droplets contact and wet the front of the mesh, migrate to 
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the back of the mesh via their momentum, and are subsequently released from the 
material under the influence of the nebulizing gas.  In this way analytes sequestered on 
both sides of the mesh can be solvated and readily desorbed into the vapor phase.  
6.3.3  Efficiency of Mesh Derivatization 
Hydrolysis 
In general, the amount and accessibility of the exposed surface area are 
fundamentally critical factors for numerous surface-enhanced methods.  However, the 
development of affinity capture techniques is also intrinsically dependent on the number 
and density of the reactive sites used to tether capture agents to the surface.  Due to 
incomplete polymerization, some reactive carboxyl and primary amino terminal groups 
are present in most polyamides.  However, the number and density of these groups can be 
dramatically increased by partially hydrolyzing the material, thereby cleaving surface 
amide bonds and creating reactive carboxyl and amino groups in their place.  While 
polyamide hydrolysis can be accomplished under both acidic and basic conditions,65-70 
the studies reported here utilized an acid-catalyzed hydrolysis with 3N HCl.  This 
concentration was reported to be optimal for several forms of nylon66-69 and found here to 
be the highest tolerable concentration the 125 µm mesh strands could withstand.  
Increasing the concentration beyond 3N either dissolved the material completely or 
resulted in severe loss of structural integrity. 
Cleavage of polyamide bonds with HCl results in the formation of carboxylic 
acids and protonated amine chloride salts.  When exposed to water, carboxylic acids on 
the surface of the hydrolyzed mesh dissociate (pKa ~5) to produce the associated 
carboxylate ions.  Therefore, submersion of the mesh materials in aqueous solutions 
resulted in an increase of hydrogen ion concentration and an associated decrease in 
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solution pH.  In addition to gross measurements taken using standard pH paper, more 
accurate measurements were made using a fluorimetric assay. 
It is well known that the fluorescence intensity of an aqueous fluorescein solution 
is dependent on the equilibrium created amongst its cationic, neutral, anionic, and 
dianionic forms.71  In the case of fluorescein, the dianion and anion having much larger 
extinction coefficients and quantum yields than the neutral molecule.71  As the pH 
decreases and more protons are available in solution, the shift of the equilibrium from 
primarily anions and dianions under neutral conditions to a greater number of anions and 
neutral species results in a large decrease in solution fluorescence.71  Thus, an assay that 
utilized the change in fluorescence of aqueous solutions of fluorescein following 
exposure to hydrolyzed mesh materials was developed as a fast and accurate way to study 
the efficiency and reproducibility of the hydrolysis reaction. 
In this case, a total of twenty representative mesh samples were taken from five 
replicate reaction batches conducted under various time and temperature conditions.  
Each of the mesh materials was weighed, added to 1 mL of an aqueous fluorescein 
solution (1 μM) contained in a 24 well plate and allowed to equilibrate for 10 minutes. 
The fluorescence intensity at 535 nm (excitation 485 nm) was then measured for 100 ms, 
and mass corrections were applied to account for any differences in mesh surface area.  
Since the additional free carboxyl groups will dissociate in the aqueous solution and shift 
the equilibrium of fluorescein toward its less fluorescent forms, a decrease in the 
fluorescence intensity indicated a higher acid content and more complete hydrolysis of 
the mesh.  As shown in Table 6.2, raising the temperature increased the amount of 
hydrolysis observed at a particular reaction time.  However, similar results were also 
obtained when the reaction was run for 24 hours at room temperature.  Furthermore, the 
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reproducibility of the reaction was acceptable (RSD ~ 5%) and appeared to be 
independent of the reaction conditions.   
Table 6.2:  Decrease in aqueous 1M fluorescein fluorescence following exposure to 
mesh materials hydrolyzed for varying times and at temperatures 
An additional set of experiments was also conducted to quantify the reduction of 
the fluorescence and equate it to the additional H+ concentration in the solution.  In this 
case, a series of aqueous fluorescein solutions were treated with known amounts of 1 M 
HCl and the reduction in fluorescence was measured to form the calibration curve 
depicted in Figure 6.5.  When the reduction in fluorescence of identical solutions exposed 
to the various mesh samples was measured and compared to the calibration curve, it was 
determined that mesh samples hydrolyzed for 2 hours at 40 °C produced a fluorescence 
that was equivalent to adding 2.6 μmoles of H+ from the strong acid.  Mesh samples that 
were hydrolyzed for 24 hours, whether at room temperature or at 40 °C, produced a 
response that was equivalent to adding 3.6 μmoles of H+.  Along with the data presented 
in Table 6.2, these results suggest that hydrolysis was more complete after the additional 
exposure time.  While the determination of the equivalent moles of H+ was not necessary 
for determining the reproducibility of the hydrolysis reaction, it will be critical for 
Time (hrs ) Temperature (°C) Intensity (counts) RSD (%) 
2 25 7604 5.7 
2 40 5268 4.6 
8 25 5567 6.1 
8 40 4780 5.0 
24 25 4479 4.7 









~2.6 µmoles H+ (2hr at 40°C) 





















standardization of the manufacturing process and determination of the total number of 











Figure 6.5:  Calibration curve for fluorescence intensity versus the addition of HCl (i.e., 
varying pH.).  The calibration curve (shown in black) was obtained by 
adding known amounts of 1 M HCl to 1 mL of 1 µM aqueous fluorescein 
solutions.  When mesh samples hydrolyzed for 2 hours at 40 °C were 
immersed in identical solutions, the resulting measured solution 
fluorescence was equivalent to adding 2.6 μmoles of H+ (red).  When 
identical solutions were exposed to mesh samples that were hydrolyzed for 
24 hours (at room or elevated temperatures), the resulting measured 




In the present study, neutravidin was coupled directly to the hydrolyzed mesh to 
form a binding layer for subsequent attachment of the biotinylated photocleavable 
reactive capture agent, VICAT SH.  Because the performance of surface-enhanced TM-
DESI is ultimately dependent on the total number of accessible reactive capture agent 
sites on the mesh, it is critical that the neutravidin surface layer be uniform, robust and 
reproducible.   To evaluate the preparation of the neutravidin-modified meshes prior to 
modification with the biotinylated reactive capture agent, the performance of the 
neutravidin-coupling method was assessed by fluorescence microscopy using FITC-
labeled neutravidin.  Figure 6.6 depicts a fluorescent micrograph of a polyamide mesh 
successfully derivatized with FITC-labeled neutravidin alongside a control mesh that was 
cleaned and hydrolyzed, but not derivatized with the protein.  The comparison provides 









Figure 6.6:  Fluorescent micrograph comparing neutravidin (FITC) derivatized and 













































In addition, the reproducibility of the neutravidin coupling to the mesh was 
determined by quantifying the fluorescence of representative meshes taken from five 
preparation batches.  In this case, the mesh samples were removed from the reaction 
flask, rinsed with water, allowed to dry, weighed and placed flat in the bottom of a 24 
well plate.  The fluorescence was then measured using the same excitation and emission 
wavelengths used in the previous fluorescein-based hydrolysis assay.  
The results shown in Figure 6.7 suggest that the derivatization procedure was 
fairly reproducible as nine of the ten mesh materials produced very similar responses; 
further investigation would be necessary to determine why the coupling efficiency for 
sample six was much lower than the others.  Perhaps more importantly, the non-
destructive nature of the fluorescence assay facilitated a quality control measure which 
enabled the confident identification and removal of a poorly performing mesh substrate 







Figure 6.7:  Fluorescence comparison for ten mesh materials derivatized with FITC 
labeled neutravidin.  Two mesh samples were taken from five separate 
production batches and nine of the ten mesh materials produced comparable 
fluorescence.  The mean of the green bars is shown as the dashed blue line. 
Error bars indicate one relative standard deviation taken from five replicate 
fluorescence measurements for each sample. 
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Biotin Binding 
As was the case with the coupling of neutravidin to the mesh, quality control 
assays were conducted to determine the reproducibility of the subsequent attachment of 
biotinylated molecules and the distribution of the biotin binding sites across the mesh 
surface.  Six mesh materials from the previously described neutravidin coupling assay 
were used to study the reproducibility, while the other three meshes were used to assay 
the distribution of the biotin binding sites. 
To evaluate the reproducibility, each of the neutravidin-derivatized meshes was 
submerged in 1 mL of 150 nM biotin-4-fluorescein, a fluorescent conjugate of biotin 
selected to serve as a probe for the successful attachment of the biotinylated ligand to the 
mesh.  Binding of the biotinylated probe to the neutravidin-derivatized mesh resulted in 
extraction of the probe from the solution, which ultimately caused a measurable decrease 
in solution fluorescence.  The average intensity was determined to be 28.8% less than the 
control solution, but more importantly, the %RSD of the six sample analyses was less 
than 5% overall.  Since the extent of biotin binding is directly proportional to the amount 
of neutravidin on the mesh, the results were also normalized to the relative intensities 
observed in the previous neutravidin coupling assay (i.e., adjusted for the relative 
fluorescence in Figure 6.7).  After this correction, the relative standard deviation for the 
biotin binding assay was approximately 2%. Ultimately, these results suggest that the 
binding of biotin to neutravidin-derivatized mesh materials was very reproducible; 
perhaps an unsurprising result when one considers the popularity of the avidin-biotin 
system for immunoassay development. 
When biotin-4-fluorescein binds to an avidin, streptavidin or neutravidin 
substrate, the fluorescence of the fluorescein-based probe is quenched.72,73  Thus, it was 
not possible to utilize biotin-4-fluorescein to conduct microscopy experiments that 
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paralleled those described earlier for the neutravidin (FITC) coupling.  Instead, the 
success of the attachment of the VICATSH to the neutravidin-derivatized mesh was 
assayed by TM-DESI-MS using VICATSH as a probe molecule in the absence of any 
sulfhydryl analytes.  In this case, three neutravidin-modified meshes were immersed in 
solutions containing VICATSH (100 μg/mL) for two hours; removed from the solution; 
rinsed with water and methanol; and placed under a UV lamp for 10 minutes to induce 
photocleavage of the bound VICATSH.  The meshes were then subjected to TM-DESI-
MS to detect the release of N-(4-aminobutyl)-2-iodoacetamide from the photocleaved 
VICATSH.  N-(4-aminobutyl)-2-iodoacetamide was detected by selected reaction 
monitoring for conversion of the N-(4-aminobutyl)-2-iodoacetamide precursor ion of m/z 
257 to the product ion of m/z 240 upon CID.  A representative chronogram from the three 





































. Figure 6.8:  The distribution of VICATSH across the derivatized mesh was monitored 
by TM-DESI-MS.  Photocleavage of unreacted VICATSH produces the ion 
of m/z 257.  The extracted ion chromatogram of ion m/z 240 obtained via 
CID corresponds to the loss of ammonia from the precursor ion 
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In general, the extracted ion chronograms showed a reasonable distribution of the 
photocleaved VICATSH across the center portion of the mesh, indicating that the biotin 
binding sites are fairly well distributed.  However, in all cases, larger responses were 
observed near the edges of the mesh.  Mesh samples were scanned multiple times across 
the same path and while the intensity of the extracted ion chronogram decreased with 
each pass, the shape was relatively consistent.  There are several possible causes for these 
edge effects: 1) they are attributable to the analysis method (i.e., there is a difference in 
the manner in which the electrospray interacts with the mesh at the edges); 2) the mesh 
materials had more reactive carboxyl groups on the edges due to more complete 
hydrolysis of the cut strand cross-section; 3) the materials had more neutravidin on the 
edges of the mesh due to increased efficiency or non-specific binding on the cut edges, or 
4) there was increased biotin binding efficiency at the edges.  Options one, two, or three 
seem the most logical, but further studies are necessary before conclusions can be drawn.  
6.3.4  Capture and Analysis of Sulfhydryl Compounds 
Sulfhydryl containing compounds are prevalent in pharmaceuticals and human 
metabolism. Captopril, acetylcysteine, penicillamine, and mercaptopurine are all well 
established drugs that are used to treat a variety of diseases ranging from hypertension to 
leukemia, whereas compounds such as cysteamine, homocysteine, glutathione, 
nitrosoglutathione, and mercaptolactic acid are meaningful components of the human 
metabolome.  Thus it is not surprising that significant efforts have been made to analyze 
sulfhydryl compounds in both biological and environmental matrices.75-89  The five 
compounds shown in Figure 6.9 were chosen as a model set to illustrate the application of 
surface-enhanced TM-DESI for the selective capture and analysis of sulfhydryl 




















enhanced technique can easily be extended to endogenous metabolites, other xenobiotics, 
or environmental contaminants containing the reactive thiol.  It should be noted that the 
current study was not aimed at optimizing the quantitative aspects of the analysis, but 
instead was focused primarily on developing the technique for capture, release, and 
analysis of sulfhydryl-containing compounds for screening applications.  Thus, no 
additional steps to reduce disulfide bonds or otherwise counteract the high reactivity of 






















Figure 6.9:  Sulfhydryl analyte structures. 
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Optimization of Capture and Analysis Conditions 
Initial experiments to optimize the capture conditions were conducted in matrix-
free aqueous solutions (100 μM) of each of the five model compounds. A series of 
experiments were performed to assess the impact of the sample pH (7 to 10) and the 
reaction time (1 min. to 40 min) on the capture efficiency.  In this case the derivatization 
reaction of the sulfhydryl analyte and VICATSH was performed in both aqueous solution 
and after VICATSH had already been attached to the mesh.  A selected reaction 
monitoring reaction from each of the precursor ions shown in Table 6.3 to the most 
abundant product ion was used to measure the performance. 
Results showed that the pH had a tremendous impact on the reaction as no capture 
was observed at pH values less than 9.  However, when the pH exceeded 9, the reaction 
was very efficient and no unreacted VICATSH was observed during the TM-DESI 
analyses.  In contrast, capture was found to be insensitive to the reaction time as similar 
results were obtained when reactive capture of the sulfhydryl-containing analytes was 
allowed to occur for as little as 5 min. or as long as 40 min. 
One primary advantage of the surface-enhanced approach is the capability to rinse 
away the sample matrix prior to sample analysis.  The covalent capture of target analytes 
was expected to create a robust method that would allow for relatively rigorous rinsing 
and removal of salts and other easily ionized interferences.  Thus, experiments were 
conducted to investigate the impact of rinsing the mesh with various solvents (water, 
methanol, acetonitrile) prior to photocleavage. In this case, derivatized mesh materials 
were immersed in a 1 mM aqueous solutions (pH = 9.5) of captopril for 10 minutes to 
provide an abundance of analyte and favorable reaction conditions.  Materials were then 
removed from the reaction solution and immersed in PBS buffer solution for 5 minutes.  
Following removal from the salt buffer, mesh materials were rinsed with the 
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aforementioned solvents and allowed to dry prior to UV photocleavage and subsequent 
analysis by TM-DESI.  A selected reaction monitoring method for mass tagged captopril 
precursor of m/z 346 to the most abundant product ion of m/z 231 (Table 6.3) was used to 
monitor the impact of the solvent rinse.  As expected, unbound (non-sulfhydryl) 
compounds were readily removed by rinsing without noticeable differences in recovery 
of the covalently-bound sulfhydryl compounds.  Ultimately, water was chosen as an 
initial rinse solvent while methanol was chosen as a secondary rinse to facilitate rapid 
drying of the mesh before photocleavage. 
The o-nitrobenzyl group incorporated in VICATSH has been used in a number of 
photolabile probes and crosslinking agents, some of which have become staples of 
oligonucleotide synthesis schemes.90-105  Previous reports concerning the use of VICATSH 
for quantifying absolute amounts of proteins in cell lysates 63,64 utilized photocleavage 
times of 16 min64 while other reports discussing similar o-nitrobenzyl photolabile 
compounds used exposure times as low as 5 min to induce photocleavage. 91  Therefore, 
the impact of photocleavage time on surface-enhanced TM-DESI-MS was also 
investigated by conducting a series of experiments where the exposure time was varied (5 
min to 20 min).  Results showed that photocleavage times of approximately 8 to 10 
minutes were sufficient.  Photocleavage is also dependent on the wattage and flux of the 
UV source.  In this study, the UV lamp was a 20 Watt lamp with a wavelength of 365 nm 
and the sample was placed approximately 5 cm from the lamp. 
CID Spectra of Mass Tagged Analytes 
As depicted in Figure 6.3, photocleavage of VICATSH results in the introduction 
of an easily ionized amine-terminated mass tag to the target sulfhydryl compound.  In the 
gas phase, the resulting protonated species should undergo common dissociation 
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pathways upon collisional activation, thus allowing ready identification of the sulfhydryl 
compounds by MS/MS analysis.  Figure 6.10 depicts both a full scan and CID mass 
spectrum for cysteamine captured from an aqueous solution by VICATSH and analyzed 
by TM-DESI-MS.  In this case, the mass tag provides an appreciable increase in mass 
from 77 Da prior to derivatization, to a tagged ion of m/z 206. 
Upon CID, the mass-tagged cysteamine undergoes cleavage of the amide linkage 
to produce a fragment ion of m/z 89 and also undergoes the loss of water. The amide 
cleavage and water loss routes are expected to be common to many of the tagged 
sulfhydryls upon collisional activation, and thus should serve as consistent pathways for 
selected reaction monitoring of VICATSH-captured compounds.  Furthermore, while the 
structural identity of the analyte cannot be unequivocally determined by the CID 
spectrum alone, the VICATSH tag adds a mass of 129, meaning that the capture analyte 
has a molecular weight of 77, again consistent with cysteamine.  Thus, additional 
confidence in the identification of cysteamine could be inferred from the surface-






































































Figure 6.10:  Surface-enhanced TM-DESI mass spectrum of cysteamine captured from 
water.  The photocleaved product has a mass of 206 Da.  The inset depicts 
the CID spectrum of the mass tagged and protonated cysteamine. 
As an additional example, Figure 6.11 presents the surface-enhanced TM-DESI 
mass spectrum and CID mass spectrum for mercaptopurine captured from an aqueous 
solution by a VICATSH–derivatized mesh and analyzed by TM-DESI-MS.  In this case, 
the CID spectrum shows the same favored fragmentation pathways (i.e., cleavage of the 
amide bond and ammonia loss).  However, the amide bond cleavage results not only in 
the ion of m/z 89 which is indicative of the mass tag, but also favors the production of the 
ion of m/z 193, which is indicative of the analyte.  Table 6.3 summarizes the three 
dominant fragment ions obtained upon CID of each analyte captured on a VICATSH-
derivatized mesh.  While extensive detection limit studies were not carried out here, 

















































































Figure 6.11:  Surface enhanced TM-DESI full scan and CID mass spectra for 
mercaptopurine captured from water.  The photocleaved product has a mass 
of 281 Da. 
Table 6.3.  VICATSH-Derivatized Analyte CID Fragment Ions 
 Precursor Product Ions (Relative %) 
Analyte(mass in Da) Ion m/z Ion 1 m/z(%) Ion 2m/z(%) Ion 3 m/z(%) 
Mercaptopurine (152) 281 193(100) 263(20) 89(16) 
Acetylcysteine (163) 292 275(100) 187(50) 232(35) 
Captopril (217) 346 231(100) 249(48) 213(18) 
Cysteamine (77) 206 89(100) 72(60) 188(48) 
Penicillamine (149) 278 89(100) 260(70) 217(10) 
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Overcoming Sample Interferences with Surface Enhanced TM-DESI 
Instances where complex sample matrices obscure or preclude analyte detection 
are abundant not only in the field of mass spectrometry, but throughout the discipline of 
analytical chemistry.  In general, separation science, which includes sample partitioning, 
multiple forms of chromatography, and electrophoretic separations, aims to overcome the 
same recurring problem, sample interferences.  These interferences ultimately degrade 
analytical performance by decreasing selectivity, increasing limits of detection, and 
reducing confidence in the accuracy and precision of the analytical method. Within the 
field of mass spectrometry, and specifically the areas of sample introduction and 
ionization, two types of interferences dominate: ion suppression and matrix effects.  In 
the case of electrospray ionization the most common difficulties are associated with high 
salt or inorganic content and ion suppression due to disparities in acidity and basicity of 
the various analytes. 
Therefore experiments were designed to demonstrate the ability of surface-
enhanced TM-DESI to overcome these obstacles. The results for one of these studies are 
summarized in Figure 6.12. The sample in this experiment was an aqueous solution (2 
mL) containing nicotine (1 μM), captopril (10 uM), sodium chloride (10 mM) and 
potassium chloride (10 mM), a composition chosen to mimic a physiological solution 
containing an easily ionizable but potentially non-targeted interference (nicotine). The 
sample was analyzed by direct infusion electrospray, TM-DESI without surface 
enhancement, and TM-DESI using a mesh derivatized with VICATSH. When analyzed 
directly by ESI, the resulting mass spectrum was dominated by the ions of m/z 163 and 
m/z 185, which correspond to protonated and sodium-cationized nicotine. Captopril was 
not observed (protonated captopril has a m/z of 218).  
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Similar results, albeit with reduced salt interference, were obtained by TM-DESI-
MS analysis of sample aliquots spotted and dried on an underivatized nylon mesh. 
(Figure 6.12A) In this case, the presence of the nicotine, with its high basicity and high 
ESI efficiency, precluded detection of captopril. In contrast, successful detection and 
confirmation via collision induced dissociation (CID) of captopril from the same solution 
was easily obtained using VICATSH- with TM-DESI-MS analysis. In this case, 
protonated nicotine (m/z 163) was not detected in the TM-DESI mass spectrum, 
indicating that the mesh material was selective against the non-thiol containing alkaloid. 
Furthermore, CID of the ion of m/z 346 produced the spectrum displayed in Figure 
6.12B. This spectrum is indicative of the mass tagged version of captopril (m/z 346), 
confirming the successful capture and release of this thiol-containing analyte. The 
extracted ion chronogram of m/z 231, an ion that corresponds to loss of the pyrrolidine 
carboxylic acid group, in Figure 6.12C illustrates the distribution of the captured analyte 





















Figure 6.11:  (a) TM-DESI-MS of a mock sample containing nicotine (1 μM), captopril 
(10 μM), sodium chloride (10 mM), and potassium chloride (10 mM) from 
an underivatized nylon mesh. (b) CID spectrum for captured and tagged 
captopril (precursor m/z 346 Da) (c) Extracted ion chronogram for ion m/z 
231 indicating the distribution of the captured analyte across the mesh. 
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This example clearly illustrates the ability of surface-enhanced TM-DESI to 
overcome the presence of highly basic interferences that typically result in ion 
suppression and false negative detection for lower abundance, lower basicity analytes in 
standard direct infusion ESI and DESI analyses.  The results of these studies suggest that 
analyte capture directly from biological matrices, such as urine, plasma, and saliva, is a 
logical and real possibility for advancing the scope of ambient ionization mass 
spectrometry. 
6.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Mesh materials for surface-enhanced TM-DESI-MS analyses have been 
fabricated using an acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of a polyamide mesh (nylon 6,6).  This 
reaction provides a pathway to both accessible primary amines and carboxyl groups for 
further surface derivatization. In this work, neutravidin is coupled directly to the acid-
hydrolyzed mesh surface, and then a photocleavable, biotinylated reactive capture agent 
is tethered to the mesh via interaction with neutravidin.  There are many other potential 
derivatization pathways for the preparation of meshes selective for the capture and 
release of targeted analytes. 
The surface-enhanced TM-DESI-MS method relies on the preparation of robust 
reactive capture materials.  To achieve this goal, several issues are critical.  Foremost is 
the creation and standardization of rapid, sensitive and accurate quality control assays 
that will ultimately bring high confidence to the mesh manufacturing process and by 
extension, to the analytical results.  Without these measures it is impossible to maintain 
control over a rigorous experimental design and valuable resources may be lost to bad 
materials.  Finally, extension of the surface-enhanced approach to other compound 
classes and ultimately to high throughput, selective analyses in complex biological 
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matrices will require an even better understanding of the fundamental physical chemistry 
behind transmitting an ionizing electrospray through a reactive mesh surface.  In 
particular, there is a need for a more complete understanding of the complex balance that 
occurs as the spray penetrates, solvates, and desorbs analytes from the mesh surface. 
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Chapter 7:  Conclusions and Future Directions 
7.1 CONCLUSIONS 
The field of ambient ionization mass spectrometry has grown rapidly since the 
first reports of desorption electrospray ionization (DESI)1 in 2004 and direct analysis in 
real time (DART)2 in 2005.  By 2009 more than 25 ambient ionization methods have 
been reported in the literature3 and interest in the field remains very high.  While a 
number of applications including bulk material analysis4-7, human screening,8,9 and 
imaging10-12 involve the direct interrogation of the sample in its native environment, 
many other applications involve the collection and/or deposition of a sample onto a 
substrate before it is introduced to the ionization source.  Just as many forms of ionization 
exist for mass spectrometry, there are also numerous methods of sample introduction.   
This dissertation summarizes the development and optimization of a transmission 
mode of operation for ambient ionization mass spectrometry, in this case, specifically for 
desorption electrospray ionization.  In the transmission mode, the sample is either 
deposited on, or otherwise collected by a mesh substrate that is subsequently introduced 
orthogonally to an electrospray ionization source, thereby permitting the transmission of 
the electrospray through the material.  Analytes that are adsorbed on the surface of the 
mesh strands or suspended within its confines as macroscale droplets are solvated by the 
electrospray; desorbed by the momentum of the incoming droplets; and transferred to the 
gas phase where they undergo ionization via typical electrospray ionization mechanisms. 
The transmission mode was designed to overcome specific challenges associated 
with DESI regarding the complexity of the experimental arrangement and sample 
deposition.  By making the sampling surface transparent to the ionizing spray, the new 
technique aimed to convert the triangular experimental arrangement of conventional 
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DESI to a linear one, thus simplifying and increasing the robustness of the method.  
Furthermore, the choice of a grid-like substrate was intended to reduce sample spreading 
by allowing the surface tension of the deposition solvent to effectively suspend the 
sample between the mesh strands.   
The results presented in chapter 3 detail the initial development and optimization 
of the technique, focusing primarily on the various distances within the experimental 
arrangement; the variables associated with the electrospray; and the impact of the 
deposition and electrospray solvents.  The results show that TM-DESI is capable of 
producing high quality mass spectral data for both solid residues and liquid samples in 
very short periods of time and that the bulk of the analytical variability is defined by the 
factors affecting the desorption process: the electrospray solvent, the deposition solvent, 
the substrate material, and the target analyte.  Ultimately, it was concluded that 
partitioning of target analytes between the various solvents and the material used as the 
mesh substrate creates a potentially useful microscale separation; however, further 
experiments were necessary to investigate these interactions in detail. 
Chapter four describes experiments aimed at understanding the influence of the 
geometric and material characteristics of the mesh substrate on TM-DESI.  A 
combination of mass spectrometry and fluorescence microscopy was used to study both 
the transmission of the electrospray plume through the mesh and the partitioning of 
analytes between the mesh strands and the deposition/electrospray solvent system.  
Results suggested that there is a balance between mesh surface area and electrospray 
transmission as specific mesh strand diameters and open spaces facilitated greater 
response by maximizing transmission and desorption versus scattering and solvent 
spreading.  It was also confirmed that the identity of the mesh material has a tremendous 
impact on the performance of the substrate as polar analytes such as dyes and peptides 
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are preferentially desorbed from non-polar materials.  Furthermore, the details in chapter 
4 demonstrate that an intricate chemistry exists as the electrospray plume is transmitted 
through a mesh material, especially one containing a solvated sample  
Application of the transmission mode and options for sample preparation are 
presented in chapter 5.  Successful analysis of small molecule metabolites, 
pharmaceuticals, flavonoids, peptides and explosives confirms the hypothesis that TM-
DESI has a similar range of applications as DESI.  Furthermore, four methods of sample 
preparation are highlighted, each of which can be paired with various applications.  
Experiments detailing a high throughput calibration and improved precision are discussed 
that may help elevate the DESI from a screening experiment to a high throughput semi-
quantitative status.  These results could prove to be especially important for 
pharmaceutical or target metabolomics applications. 
Finally chapter 6 details the initial development of surface-enhanced TM-DESI.  
This technique aims to improve the selectivity and sensitivity of DESI by utilizing mesh 
materials that are specifically designed to capture target analytes from solution.  Details 
regarding theoretical considerations, mesh fabrication and quality control assays are 
discussed.  The chapter culminates by demonstrating the capability of the technique to 
overcome interferences that have typically required chromatographic separations using 
LC-MS or have been insurmountable using ambient ionization methods.  The impact of 
the surface-enhanced method could be tremendous as it may ultimately unite the 
competing metrics of analytical speed and specificity for ambient ionization mass 
spectrometry. 
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7.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Continued development of the transmission mode technique can be divided into 
four areas: hardware development; fundamental research; technique optimization, and 
advanced applications.  The work presented in this dissertation was primarily performed 
using home-built sample introduction devices.  However, the results were significant 
enough to warrant the recent delivery of professionally machined prototypes specifically 
designed for TM-DESI.  Thus, additional work should focus on testing and refining these 
prototypes, understanding their benefits, and ultimately providing enough validation to 
warrant commercialization of a transmission mode specific ionization source. 
While chapter 4 began the study of the interaction of an electrospray with a mesh 
material, there is certainly much more to learn about the physics and chemistry of this 
interface.  Additional investigation would not only increase the understanding of 
experimental results, but also provide valuable information for constructing optimized 
mesh surfaces.  In addition, preliminary studies have shown that an electrospray can be 
transmitted through multiple mesh materials, thereby opening up potential opportunities 
for increasing accuracy via external standard calibration and decreasing detection limits 
via multi-mesh sampling.   
Above all, the most promising avenue for continued research lies in the 
optimization and development of surface-enhanced materials.  The potential to couple 
increased selectivity and sensitivity with the already rapid sample analysis provided by 
DESI or DART could prove to have an incredible impact on high throughput screening.  
Application opportunities range from metabolomics and biomarker screening to 
homeland security and environmental monitoring.  In conjunction, the melding of sample 
collection with sample introduction via design of transmission mode suitable collection 
materials will continue to facilitate real-world application of the technique. 
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